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Introduction
Optical pumping on He
and Franken (ref. Z )*

was first reported by Lole

They illuminated *%» me triable

atoms present in a low pressure g&& discharge v.ith unpolarised
light from a He lamp* The gue waa situated in a weak
agnetic field, and as a result of the non-uniform spectral
density of the incident radiation the magnetic state® of the
^3., level became unequally populated.
limited to the promotion of alignment*

Their experiments wore
This work was

repeated by us, and extended to the production of polarisation.
This wag done as a preliminary to an attempt to produce
nuclear polarisation in He ,

The original idet* for the

latter project was to perform optical pumping on the 2 3
metaetable level of He * using 20,5£2 S radiation to excite
* 3 - 2 ?^ transitions* It was hoped that nucl : r
polaricalion would be transferred to the ground state (IS),
eince the decay from the 2 P. state is predominantly to that
level.

Before attempting thia experiment, efforts wore made
to detect polarisation in the triplet me^astuble level in Ue^

but they aet with no succeee«
epin exchange collision

The conclusion

^s reached that

with the ground et^te atoms, and

Gubeequent depolarlsatlon of these, provided a relaxation
route so efficient, that no appreciable polwrination could be
maintained by the lamps available* At thi. point it wae
reported, by ochearer (ref. ^g ) that nucleor polarisation

had been observed in ground state He-* atoms, UGint
tical pumping
in the o, metastable level* The transfer mechanism was just
the process which we had concluded was causing the relaxation
in our experiments, i.e. spin exchange collisions. In feet
the relaxation time of the ground state atoms was very long,
but it required several seconds for the rare aetastable atoms
to polarise the ground state atoms f through the spin exchange
collisions. This long pumning time, and the fact that the
resonance lines wsre very much broader than those in He 9 had
prevented u@ from detecting the r' sonances* Further attempts
aet with success, and are reported in part two of this- thesis*
In the course of the work it was suggested to us, by
Dr* G, W* Series, that the He optical pumping eyete^ may
provide an opportunity to etudy, in absorption, phen<
which he and hie collaborators had been studying in fluorescence.
These concerned resonance radiation v,hich was modulated as a
result of an r. f. perturbation acting upon the emitting atoms.
In our case the perturbation was to act upon absorbing atoms*
Exploratory experiments were successfully performed, ana are
reported in part three of this thesis*
The three sections of the thesis, which art accounts of
Optical pumping in Ke ii , opticil pumping in He 5 , and modulation
experiments on He , are each divided further into three
chapters* 3o far as possible these are concerned with
theoretical considerations, experimental detailo, and results
and discussion*

PART. ..QMS
OPTICAL EUMPHK* IB

CHAPX^H
h *

i :* *, jlV A JM C OB

(i)

The pumping procesq

(a)

The levels

*

-

''-

1

Optical pumping In Be* differs from many other optical
systems in that the polarisation or alignment is produced in
a metwstable level, and not a ground level*

The 5,3, metastable

level is used and this is populated by exciting a weak
6
ii
discharge in the low pressure Ke gas* About 1 in 1C of the
3
h
He* atoms may be in the ^3*, me tas table state at any given time,
The remainder, in the ground state* act as a buffer gas*

The

10f b3o8 optical radiation used for pumping reaults from th©
*
x
, ,,«
transitions ^3-,A - ^PAu f i,«,
(b) The p jrni>ing light

Light emitted or absorbed in the above transitions is
referred to as DO , D^ f or D^ light depending on the >J value of
the upper level Involved,
Reference to Fig* 1 shows that the fine structure interval

3pO ~ 3p

is *" cm"1 i 1* 17^)* whue tliat between

is *oa cm*"1 (.098) (Hef* 1)*

and 3P

The width at half intensity of

the lines emitted by our lamps was about .16 cm

so that the

DO line was well resolved from the D. and the Dr, lines but the
two latter lines were not resolved at all.

The Dopplar

absorption width at half Intensity in the pumping cell, at
room temperature, was about ,06 cm

i

so that in absorption

1.2
/

the D. and Dp linee are partially resolved.

Most of the

following analysis concerns optically thin pumping cells, in
which case the intensities of the pumping light, in the regions
of the D,. and D^ absorption line« ; «re at all lisas effectively
equal*

We therefore speak of DQ and B, light, the latter being

a combination of B 4I and Dp£• light*

Theoretically, the ratios

of the intensities of the D~, D. and l)^ linee are 533*It so
that the intensity ratio between t>~ and B y light, denoted by
K, should be approximately 1/8*

In practice it was found to

vary between 1 and ,25 according to lamp conditions*

(3ee

Chapter III),
(c)

Polarisation

Pig. 2ais a Heisenberg representation of all the states
it
x
j
involved in the ^3,X ~ ^P-w,Xt ,«i,, transitions in He
Consider
mctsstable He

atom© situated in a magnetic field directed

along the z~axis.

Absorption of right-handed circularly

polarised ( o* ) radiation incident along the s-a.xis excitea
transitions in whichAm « -*-!,

Th^ee are shown in the diagram

as slopir.£ upwards to the right^

The eubsequent behaviour of

the atom a in the ^P states depends on whether or not their
orientations are destroyed by collisions before the atoms
decay*

The effect of collisions is to disorient the orbital

angular momentum of the atome with respect to their gpina.
Thus an atom excited to a given state of the ^P levels has
a probability of decaying from another*

This process will

1.3
referred to as mixing in the excited states*

Simple kinetic

theory shows that at 1 mm. Iig« a Helium atom undergoes 6.10
«»7
' sees.
10
timeT
n
collislona/eec..r so that the collisio
w
^

«»»7

Sine© the lire time of an atom in the JP level 8,tp , is 10 '
sees*, we can fc-ee that at pressure* below % mm. h^. very little
mixing will occur whilst tor pressures above 2 mm. Hg. mixing
will be aJUaost complete. This effect does not exclude
polarisation but it does limit th© degree of polarisation
attained*
ft© can now distinguish the following two cases5Since the process of excitation has favoured tha
of higher Mj in the ^ levels f spontaneous decay
favours the states of higher Mj in the "*3 level. In the
absence of any relaxation process for the ^3 states, many
repetitions of the pumping cycle would result in complete
polarisation, *ith ell the atoms in the |l f 1> -3. state*
(The Dirac notation is used to refer to the states |J, Mj^
of the specified level).
Populations are equalised in the excited states, eo
that the decay ie ieotropic. Any non-statistical distribution
x
states is therefore
-o
the
In
g
of the populations resultin
Tn^>"^c

entirely due to unequal absorption of the pumping light by
these states. Since the transition© involved comprise all
the possible O* transitions within a nsultiplet this situation
will only occur for a non-uniform spectral density in the

l.U
That is, K / 1.

exciting light,
(d)

Alignment
The effect of using unpclari&edi radiation to purap the

ample ie to excite^m * j^ 1 transitions equally.

This

in an aii cn^nt, j.n which case populations or the ]l f 1>
|l, -1> states are increased equally at the expense oi the ||,
state.

In other respects the process la similar to that of

polarisation, except that unaer no circumstances can complete
alignment result, since atoms in the

1 1, 1?

anci

|l, -1>

states can always absorb or or a* quanta, and decay into the
(l, G> etate*
(il)

Retq K

The pumping process can bo described in terms of "
equations" In which the rate of change of population of a given
state is expressed in terms of the pumping anci relaxation
Four cases will t»e conaiderec; they are polarisation,

processes*

(uoing circularly polarised radiation) ax*d slignrcont, (using
unpolarieed radiation) , each in the limit of no mixing and
complete mixing, in the excited states.

Use is aiade of the-

transition probabilities given in figs* £&» b, c»

The

following analysis is an extension of that given by Colcgrove
and Franken, in ref. 2»
T

be the relative absorption rates out of

and R

fi

Let R

U

the "^8* li> 1^ ,

*"*

|i» 0^ and |l, -1^ metasteible states*

Ihen

let C be a constant proportional to the light intensity, ouch

1.5
that CH

etc, give the absolute absorption ratee from the

^ states*

vie define the mean lifetime of an atom in any of

the metastable states as TR

The populations of the three

8tateo are n^, n , and n_t where
n

+ n_ » n

+ n

a constant.

The r&te equations when there ie complete mixing in the
excited states ares*
dt
l(a,b,c)
dn -

^.

^.^

^^

oo

i-

ft.. A

_j

f

3^"^"

. . CR_n_ + £ (an

« *'

oo
+ Ho n

*

>

«

\

XI

^^5

o

i

^b

^n

+ a.nj * (4 - n.) 4,

The first term in each equation gives the pate of change due
to the optical excitation*

The second terms give the rate of

repopulatlon due to the decay from the excited state©*

This

is the aaae in each equation foecaui^ the effect of complete
mixing is to equalise the populations In the excited atatee*
The last terms account for relaxation in the metastable states,
allowing for their continuous creation so that their total
number remains constant*

The relaxation time TR is assumed

to be the same for the three states*
The steady state populations are calculated by setting
the time differentials to equal zero*

we obtain

n.
* jL. n+ . (cs +£.) . (ca_ , i)
~
R

giving

(2)

1.6

He now distinguish between the two
(a)

alignment with complete mixing
Prom Table 1 and taking account of the ratio K between

the intensities of the Dn and D z light, we have ^ JH^tH
T

,2

U

«

W

These ratios are for mbsorptian of

(10 -t £K)jl2:(lQ + £K).

unpolarieed li^ht directed along the
It follows that,

Wn_ - I12* CC 1 s [("*«>+
M

(b)

«

FeleJPisetioa with complete mixing.
Similarly 9 for right handed circularly pol^rieed light

directed alone the s-axie, H :S| 0 J ^ * 6:6iJ*+2K ^° that,

nm tn^ »
£4

This polttriBatioa is the reverse of that to be expect^ a for
light, owing to the mixing in the excited atates*
Thfe rate equations for no mixing are more complicated
because account must be taken of the different rates of repopulation of the raetaetable states by decay from th^ excited
»t«te««
the

We first calculate the relative populations of all

<P states in tertau of tho inutmntaneoua population of the

metaatablo etatejs, n , n , and n^, then the proportions of
these populations which decay to each mo taa table state, using
the transition probabilitloQ in fig. «ic.
following rate equation©!-

This yields the

1.7
(c)

Alignment with no mixing.

«°

.

- 12 C.

n
•••

Uv

•»

o *•

U

^

»n
**

Their steady etate solution is,

):(2:2Kt 4r ):(9^ 4 )
(d)

(6)

Polupisation with no mixing.
R . n s i+ ^H

dn m

c

Their steady state solution iss-

(iii)

Polar iBatiQn ^nj Alr4gnr^nt i;ar&m^tui*s

W* now define polariestion and alignment parameters^ f P*
and 'A*.

n-n
o^

»

2(n - n )
n* o *

n -n
a
,n

- n

can now calculate the alignment and polarisation for
the four casos Hated above, together with their maximum
theoretical values, obtained by setting T^ ~> °° ,
results tuv £ listed, in Table 1*

These

(ivj
(a)

Alignment, (complete mixing)

To determine the rate at which equilibrium is achieved,
the rate equations arast be solved explicitly for n ,n and n^,
in terms of t* For alignment we have £ "r * K *** 8O that the
equations are symmetrical in n and n^* ±hu& at all times,
n^ * n^, and equations (la,b,c) reduca to twojdn
,

"3t* * (~ ^ a+c * ^5^ n+ * i RoCno * 3r,

n( a »b )

- .H
Theae oari be eolved by standard method©, and give the results*n^* x oxp. [ - iC(2K0 * R^) - ^- ] t + Y
and

n

12(a,b)

* n -

Thus the time dependence of the alignment is contained in the
expressions«a# [- J C(2I? + R ) - i~ ] t

For this reason we d fine a pumping time, "C? by

A(t) - A(-)

1 - e

p

^

J-

1.9

7T Is an averajfl of the life times of th® metaat&ol© states,
under the action of relaxation and pumping processes*
(b)

polarisation, (complete mixing)
setting*"* H -f » *^O we can deduce that n T * n.w always, so
By
»

that again the equations (la,b,c) reduce to two.

This leads

to:^ « § (2H_ * R$)
(c)

(15)

*aig«ffient (no mixing)
Equations 5a>b,c ar« symmetrical in n^, and n^ and on

solving for n , and n^ w@ obtain a pumj)lng tlaiu given by:(16)

(d)

Polarisation (no mixing)
Rations (7fti,b,c) do not reduce to

The

o, but can

ea&lly be solved since the equation for n^ lo in da pendent of

n and n^,

Thusi-

U7)
It 1® apparent that U»o eolutlone for n of and nf ¥*lll also
contain their time dependence in exponential terms "* '1 and
so, thorc-i'ore, will the polarisation f P f t
time in thie case ie given by,
m % (7+WO
(v)

Thus the pumping
(18)

Thfe effect of Relaxation on IP* ana V^
Consider the case of polarisation, with complete mixing*

1,10
From table II we findjP * C(R_ - Rj)/C(Rj * 2HJ + j/c a

The maximum polarisation achieved occurs for t
R
so that

But

-

Pfflax »

.

- R*-

(19)

^ °°
(20)

(2fi_

arid eliminating R_, and R* between eqe, 19 f 20, 15 we have
finally,
P *
Similar expressions hole for both cases of
In the cae« of polarisation, with no mixing the expression is
only approximate. This is because of the inequality of n and
and n_« (3ee b&low)
(vi)

oipaRajl Strengths

The polarisation 02* alignment signal is detected by
obsei'vii^ the change in trarisparency of the sample, when the
populations n , n and n are equalised by & resonant r*f»
T

O

**

field, lustrength
v
T We twke ae a measure of the. signal
-«
» *» Jmmax*
the ratio ^I/I where A I is the change in in tenuity of the
transmitted light on rcaon-iice, and I is the total abeor^ed by
thu sample when it is unpolaristid, Vhe latter can be measured
«s the change in intensity of the transmitted light when the
ve&k discharge is switched off,
Xhus

1.11

For alignment R * -_ and n

« n_, so that

n^ - y(R^ - V
max*

which is clearly proportional to the alignment ' '.
Similarly it can be shown t^at in the case of complete
aixing the signal is proportional to the polarisation.

Por

polarisation with no mixing the proportionality is only
approximate.

The exact ^x^rension is,

n0 - 2nJ(R^ - H J

which is clearly proportional to the polarisation if n

= nf .

From the relative populations given in table I it can be e«en
that this is a good approxiiaation if K, is saiall or the
pelarisetion lurge,
AXpressiona for the signal Btrengths in terms of the
polarisation or alignment are to bo found in table I.

A

negative sign implies that there is a (increase in the
transmitted light, at resonance.

It is to be noted that in all

cases the exietence of a signal depends on the condition
K / 1*

in the two cesee of complete mixing, the existence of

the polarisation or alignment itself depandcs on this condition*

1.12
(vii)

i»ine
The resonance signal is obtained by subjecting the

perpendicular
polarised atea© to an oscillating r. f* field, 2H
to the main fl©13 H . the change in absorption of the cell is

then plotted a& a function of the frequency & of the r, f.

field.
It has baen *ho«&» (ref. 3) that tfo© effect ol the antiresonant component of the oscillating field ie, to a close
approximation, merely to shift the frequency of resonance, by
Hj **1
a factor (1 • —7-7?) •

of the resonant component is to mix
wave-functions or the thre© me testable states, so that an ^
originally in on^ of the states has certain probabilities of
being in either of the othar two# Theee probabilities are
the effect °

given by the Majorana formula, (ref*
i
^5
^ L Z. in I"(nSn-i-ro 1 111 J^i-n) 1'('j«i"*»jn'j"l J
F(J t m f m* f t) i© the probability that an atom with total angular

»ai nt t » 0» will be in e state
momentum J> in the state
31n2 ^ la given by (ref. 5}
|jfm f >at time f t f .
* (co For J « If we requir© the probabilities P(l t m f m f f t) ,

1.13
and
F(l f l,-l f t) f P(l f -i f l f t).

Th© first four of these* for which

A * m « * ,1 *» ar® identical f and w© set them equal Hl) f
where

^

(26)

The last two» for which m - ® f * jf 2, are also Identical* and
are given by t
P(2) *5inU |

(27)

We are interested in the average time an atom originally
in a state |l

*n^ spends in a state |l m*^ .

*^e car* easily

calculate this in the limit yH, >/>«"" + -F* * That is to say,
1
CH
CP
the strength of the rotating field must be such that atoms
make a great many traneitione between states before they are
lost by optical excitation or relaxation
Writing
sen 2

. x Sch 2 i (b2 * S

and taking a time average* we obtain,
i *2

P< 2 W B 3 X*

(29)

(30)

is the proportion of time that an atom starting in the
state |l m^ spends in a neighbouring @tat&*

( Au »

» proportion of time that on atom
in the state )l, j^ 1^ spends in the state |l f T 1^
The transition of an atom from a state |l, m^

( &m « 2)
to a ctate

|l f m*y may alter its probability of ausorbii-ig a photon*
&no%lftg the initial distribution of the atoaa su-non^ the
state* |l» m^ we can calculate the change in absorption of
u-fc safflplc as the parent tor 'x 1 is varied (i»e, ae either H^
This gives us the line shape*

or co is varied.)

A detailed

calculation on the&e lines is given in insf, 2 for the eaea
of aligatncnt, «ith complete mixing.

There it v.ae found tr.^t

a double humped signal 9 similar to that of Broseel and Bitter
It ie po&aible to lorcece the general

reaulted (ref. 6)»

shape of ar;f allgnsi&nt aign@l t without detailed calculation,
by the fcllo¥*in& urgum^nt*

In genex'al the expreeaicn for

„ and i(^) M« *
%ill be a inunction of P{1)' av*

However in

the eaee of ali^i.-.ciii, n « nw @o that exchange or
between these two states will not aifect the light db&orption
at all* The signal i is therefore a function of P(l) tt,, only.
f$'~*

We require th© condition for -4 « 0

einoe i(l)' av« iP a function of x f which is a function of S
S « 0
^ 0 givee the conditi ;n that —"^ ^ 3 « 0 pr
w

le one turning point of th© signal

The others are given by,

function*

JIX*

»

M

*

.

.

»

_

1

_

*WO

— Q

t

,) * ±
(33)

1.15
Thus th« 0ign&l 1* double humped, the htt«p~ being *»pa*ut@d
-y a frequency JT ^H..

These conditions are, of course,

# «o *t these points.
subject to 4~v , ,
* r W mVm
calcu.i.~i,ioj« supports thia assumption.

Detailed

fte now consider the general case of polarisation*
population of each metaatable state is different*

The

Even in

the case of complete mixing uhere the populations of two
states are the same, these are adjacent states and w& cunnot
nv from the c&lcul^tion,
„ or P(£) «JV»
exclude either P(l) &Y.

- . simplification is obtained, however* by noting ti-st
distribution of populations n "¥ , n O and n "** can be expreased
the sum or an alignment, and a polarisation,
since ^n

-(.

+n

Q

•*• n ) » (n
«•

We no » contiioer the (n

+n. -*n)*(n

o»Q«>

^,

- n

w

(3U)

f 0 •»• 0)

- n— ; a tome, %hlch constitute the

fraction of the sample which ie IQu, polarised.

Let this

number of atoaie, in the |l, ^1^ otatc, be n f .

Under the

„ *1JL1 be in
action of the rotating fielu R.JL f a number n*til) civ*

the state

|l f 0^ and a number n'l(2) ,

ftiV»

ut ui^ t.ivcu time.

in the ll, -1^

±Lv total rate oi' absorption can

therefore be expressed

cs* . c [,i -

(!

The signal as a function of K* is,
S m (c(n*^ - n 1 ^)

(35)
(36)

i.e. it is the difference between the absorptions with and
without the rotating field*

Substituting 35 iii 36,

1.16
(37)

I(HO - H+ ) * P(2) av.(R_ - a+ ) J

a . n'u

But in our case R

* R
(38)

S « n'C PU) av.

This la a function of p (^) av only, and by a prooeea similar
to the preceding one, we deduce that there is Duly one
turning point, which occur© when x m 0 or

O

co 0

The full expression for the signal lasS « n'C
which is the square of a
"A more sophisticated derivation of the line shape» based
en the results and. methoda of Poad and ^srl©®, (tfei'« 7)» which
account of the finite lifetime t of the metestable

3

which reduces to the abovo expreaaion when

t -* °°

'Depending on the actual distribution of populations, an
observed signal will be a mixture of the single and the double
Consequently, as the distribution vari©© from
an alignment -. :,|i|wa.,pc!ia a polarisation, the signal varies from a
double humped signal, with reparation 42 ^H.,, through signals

humped ai;.:nals«

teith more closely ©paced humps, to a pure squared Loren
It has been assumed in this analysis that all line
broadening effects, such as ihoae due to field

1.17
op the finite lifetimes of the metastable atoms, are
negligible compared to the broadening effect of the rotating
field.
(viii) Vhe effect .gf
The c it-cuss ion has so far been concerned with thi>.
samples, that is, sample 15 in v»hich the absorption or the D.o
and D, lines is sufficiently small so that their ratio X
does not very appreciably throughout the sample*
of the variation of K with sample thicfcnes

The effect

has been discussed,

for the case of alignment, by Col©grove and Franfcen, in ref.
2,

there a simple argument is shown to lead to the following

intensities of these lines
relation between t>O and D*y the

at the front of the aaaiple, and I
at a distance 'x* into the sample.

and I~, t their intensities
are the
and if
1^
3
o

intensities when the disorienting r. f. lield is applied to the

^ is a constant*
The product of the Intensities decays exponentially Kith
x*

A plot of I 0 , I , t I 0 and I, is shown in fig. 3.

.-'or

alignment, atoms are 'pumped* into the less absorbing states,
x
x
so that *z>*3 ^^^ *0 > ^ 0« ^oi1 polarisation with no mixing
in the excited states, atom« are 'pumped 1 into the more
j^t
-}f
absorbing states, and I, >!*» a«d I > i # These are the two
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The signal obtained for
^
^.
and
Ij,
«
(l£
I*)
-»o
(I
by
given
is
x.
any sample thickness

situations (a) and (b) in fig, 3*
this is plotted in figs 3C, oU

It can be seen that the signal

inverts once for polarisation anc twic<_ for alifejutncnt, as the
sample thicknese is increased.
^ ix)

I*i tfu s i un ivauft t ion
In considering possible mechanisms for the destruction of

metastable atoms» it i is necei-sary to consider loss by collisions
with the walls.

&e therefore include her© some calculations

based on the diffusion equation, for use in later chapters.
The diffusion equation may b©
* DV 2 a - kn

'i? 1 is the coefficient

'n f is the density of me tas table atoms,

of diffusion appropriate to for me testable atoms diffusing in
ground, state ^e atoms, at a particular t&oiperature and
pressure*

'k* is a coefficient giving t^ie rate of loss (per
Ae

unit density; of me tas table atoma within the sample.
require the solution of this equation for the boundary

/or a spherical

conditions n * 0 at the wull© of the call,
cell, with radlU8 *#*, the solution is*oo

n

+ k)
The P are associated Juegendre functioas.

4n(?) is a

function of order *&', for spherical co-ordinates.

It is
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to an ordinary Besael function by the relation:'n

The allowed values of <* are determined by the boundary
condition*

PF

that is,

* 0,

The coefficients ^^^ &**& B

(*3) « 0

J

depend on ^Re initial clistPi**

bution of the diffusing atoms.

If this ie not known the

simplest assumption is that all the atoms diffuse in the first
mode, in which case the solution ie the first term of
equation (i*k, »'*T- ;~

n(r.t) » n(o»0)^ffr sin ~7r exp 1 - («^C + k) t 1
^^
r I I
II*

tJ
*»

•»

I
L

»

^r
2~ fc 4p»

«

~

\
M^

(^5)
*

^^ *

since Ji (<<r} * jTfjrr ^^^iviiifc <^H « /TT

This give® the distribution in time and space of the
atoms, ui'ter the discharge h«*s been switched oXT» «»nd assumes
the initial distribution to be of the formi*

>rr sin
In considering the situation whilst the discharge ie ^ till
on, it is neeeseary to make further aesuoiptlons, concerning
the creation of the m0t&etuble atomsi* The simplest solution
ie obtained if it is assumed that the creation can be
accounted for by the addition of a terx f cn f to the r«h*s* of
equation 4) > which becomes:**
2
m $V n + (c - k)n

(U8)
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and has a eolation
n(r,t) « n(O t O),|y sin^

* Jc * c)tj U9)

exp [- (
JbC

FOP equilibrium,

* k
c *&£
4^
which is an expression lor tfce r?4t8 of loas of me tas table
at ocas, (per unit

(30)
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aK TWO

The
(1)

Two methods were used to display the optical pumping
signals* Both methods involved modulation of the magnetic
X

field H

For the initial search a phase sensitive detector

was used*

This had the advantage that it could detect signals
which were of smaller amplitude tnan the noise* When the

signal '*as sufficiently improved it could b«a displayed on the
oscilloscope, with no band-width limitation other than that
of the oscilloscope amplifiers* Block diagrams of the apparatus
for these systems are given in fig* (4)»
The He

was contained in a 100 ml* spherical pyrex cell,
supported at the centre of a system of Helmholtz coll a* These
consisted of two co-axial p&irs used to produce the main
magnetic field and modulation field, surrounded by a system of
three orthogonal pairs of square colls, which were used to
cancel the earth* s field*

Some smaller colle, also with

Helrnholtz spacing, but with their axis perpendicular to that of
the main field coils, ware used to apply the radio- frequency
field K^*

In these experiments on oec ilia ting (as opposed to
a rotating field), was used for convenience sa&e.
The He

cell was placed between two converging lenaes,
the lamp being at the focal point of one lens, and the detector
at the focal point of the other*
to the axis of the main coil a*

The optic axis was parallel
Thus the light passing through

2*2
the cell would nave been parallel but for the effect of the
finite else of the lamp. In practice light rays diverging by
&8 much ae 10° from the axis were accepted*
The output of the detector was taken to m pre-amplifier
when necesaar %f » thence to the oscilloscope or the phase
sensitive detector,
For polarisation experiments & polaroid filter and guaiterwave plate could be inserted between the leuap and the first
lens* j?or alignment experiment© no filters mere necessary*
although a filter to remove the visible -.art of the emission
fram the lamp was sane times employed*
Population of the

3, meta~&table level was accomplished

by exciting a vea& discharge in the pumping cell* For this
purpose a further pair of coll® wer® mounted* In contact with
the cell and with their axis parallel to that of the main
coils* ihese were excltea by power from an n»P» oscillator*
(ii)

: ^x per ifflfc n ta.l. ..Rr oc.e durg

Detection of Polarisation and /aigriment 3ignals*
It was decided to work at rather low magnetic fields - up
to about one gaue©« this gave economies in the construction
of colls and their power euppllei?* but necessitated accurate
(a)

cancellation of the earth's field*

aince this la about <k

gauss it would have seriously affected the net field seen by
the sample* This cancellation w&a aceompli&heti using a
compass needle mnd a dip circle to adjuet the currents in the
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three sets of orthogonal coile, so that no net field remained
st the centre of the system,
A weak discharge was then excited in the cell, ana a small
modulating magnetic field applied, ita amplitude adjusted to
be about equal to hall' the lire width of the expected signal,
A reference signal derived from the modulation field was
applied, via a phaee^shifter, to the phase sensitive detector,
whose output coulci be observed on a panel meter, and chart
recorder.

An oscillating radio frequency field of a few

ffiilli-gauaB In amplitude «as now applied, and the main field
swept slowly through the region of resonance,

I'his was

repeated with different adjustments of the variables, namely
the discharge intensity, gas pressure in lamp and cell, r,f,
field strength, modulation depth, and phase of reference
signal,

&hen e signal was detected and improved sufficiently

it could bt applied to the "Y" amplifier of the oscilloscope,
the reference signal being applied to the *'X" amplifier.

In

this way a plot of transmitted light intensity versus magnetic
field could be displayed.

In orcer to obtain an undistorted

signal in this way, it was necessary to use a frequency and
amplitude of fiela modulation such that the transit time
through the signal was large compared with the characteristic
pumping time of the aaople«

When the phane sensitive detector

was used, the line shape obtained could be improved at the
expense of signal amplitude by reducing the slae of the

field until it *as a ttsall fraction of the line
width.

The earth*a field eosspensatioft could now be accurately

ad justed by observing the "zero field" signal*

This si nal

occurred on aoculuting the main lield through zero froa
positive to negative values*

-icce its occurrence la the

result of stray fields at some ttrtitrary aAgle to the direction
of the light beam, these can be compensated by adjusting the
currents in the compensative coils until the zero field signal
is a fMnlsMSfc
Measurement of Puaping Transient
Vhe apparatus was set up so as to produce polarisation*
11 th no field modulation, an oscillating r. f, fielc at the
retonant frequency was applied*

The amplitude of this was

large enough to completely depolarise the sample, de^iW -~c
fact that ptiaping radiation was a till incident on the ceil*
The r. f, was tnen sucdei^ly Feaor*d» in a ti.u£ c ort compared
with the transient to be Measured*

The trun«si&siaa of the

was then tteas-rec as a function oi time on the
In practise the r.f. was pulss)d off for a portion oi each
ip of the tiae base by a delayed gate obtained fro* the
oscilloscope*

Thus a repetitive trace or the pumping

transient could be obtained on the oscilloscope, which vas
tlttfi photographed*

(iii;

Details of the Apparatus
(a)

The Pumping Cell

These were originally cylindrical in shape, being
constructed from 2" glass tubing, with the light passing
through the cell perpendicular to the axis of the tube*

It

was found that in drawing the tubing atretina had been introduced, which modified the polarisation of the light entering
the cell,

100 ml. spherical pyrex flasks were found to be

much better in this respect and were adopted for all subsequent
cells*

5
These were pumped down to a pressure of about 10 v mm.

Kg., and then outgassed by heating them almost to softening
point with a flame.

They were then filled with lie» to the

required pressure as measured by a McLeod gauge* and sealed
off.
flask,

A Barium getter assembly was usually included ia the
this consisted of Barium wire surrounded by a

protective sheath of nonmagnetic alloy.

A similar wire

horse-shoe connected the two ends of this so as to complete a
loop,

thus an induction heater could induce m high current

in this circuit, vapourising the Barium, which became
deposited on the glass envelope.

The getter was not attached

to the glass envelope in any way, but was always flashed in
the tail of the flask, where it remained during use of the
cell.

To isolate the getter and Barium film further from the

cell a separate getter compartment was occasionally added to
the cell, communicating via a narrow re-entraiit orifice with
the main chtimber (Fig$.f> ,

2*6
One or two cell© w@r© produced with their walls coated
with General Klectric "Dri-Film"; di-chlorc^di-raethyl-ailane*
This was accomplished by attaching two small containers to the
$ysfceny*dj^cent to the cell*

These containers contained water,

and Bri-filni, respectively and after evacuation of each In
turn, were isolated from the rest of the system by stop-cocka*
After out-gassing the cell in the uaial way* the pumping line
was shut ofi , and water vapour from the water container
allowed to enter the cell*

A visible film was not necessary*

This container was then closed, and the Dri-Film container
opened to the eyetem*

The vapour from this rapidly filled the

cell, and could be observed reacting with the water on the
surface*

Finally the cell was re—evacuated, out-gassed by

flame, and filled, as usual*

The filsi thus obtained wms

invisible, but could be tested if required by removal of the
cell before seal off and insertion of a drop of water*

This

was found not to wet the surface of the glass*
(b)

Lamps
These were constructed from 1" <2iamet©r quarts tubing*

Their general outline ia shown in figs* 6a and b**7The re
entrant lamp was a later improvement designed to minimise
self-reversal,
HI),

(Be© account of l&mp investigation in Chapter

Both types were designed for vie% end-on.

The second

compartment was to increase the overall volume of the latnp and
to house the getter away from the intense discharge*

It was

not necessary to flash the getter unless the lamp
excessively contaminated on striking a discharge*

In fact it

wtie a disadvantage to oo ao since the pressure in laoapa in
which the getter had bean flashed glowly uecreuaoci until it
vaa no longer possible to strike the discharge*
non-gettered lamps was touch longer*

The life of

The discharge was excited by placing the front part of
the lamp in the coil oi a tunea circuit driven at 18 Mcs»/©»
by en H«C.A» transmitter having a power output of about 300
watta* Ihis was modified by the insertion of two extra
©moothin stages in its H*T. supply, L&rge quantities of heat
ere evolved in the laap f which necessitated iiia^iflg it of
quartz to prevent softening and implosion*
To reduce the heating a little, a stream of air was
directed at the la&p f but this caused a deterioration in the
noise characteristics of the laaip, owing to ti.e iiiecnaiiictil
vibrations set up by the air* It may al&c have caused more
aslf-revereal of the spectral lines emittec due to cooling of
the outer layers of gas in the lamp* The quarts envelopes
withstood the temperature well p but the copper colls oxidised
rapidly if no cooling was employed,
In order to comprese a number of coil® (13), into the
length of the lamp bulb, (li"}» an ideal material to use proved
to be a hviix of flat copper strip* The atrip wa@ J M %ioe a&d
0015" thick, the plane of the strip being porpenalcular to the

/"» c
p
«.*

axis? of the helix*

This material i@ manufactured by Men&rs*

"Spiro-Gills Ltd," of Pulbcrough, Sussex, for use

in heat

exchangers*
A length of this material is too limp to be self
supporting and so it wae strengthened by drilling three holes
through the turne, parallel to the axis of the helix, and
inserting glass rods, with eersinic beads separating the turns
(See fig. 7).
The circuit as originally designed used siiea condensers,
but these proved to be a source of noise due to instability
under hi^h power operation, and in the final design an air
spaced condenser was used*
The discharge excited in the lamp by thle arrangement
was of the type known as a "Hiftg discharge***
In addition to this main lamp some experiments were
performed with a smaller lamp*

This was driven by a multi-

vibrator oscillator, the circuit of which was the same es
that given in fig* (6) but without the control valve in the
anode circuit*

The lamp itself was in the form of an electrode-

less Oeiseler tube, as can be seen from fig, (9) which
illustrates the whole assembly*
JDetectors
A number of detectors was used in the course of the work,
A Mullard 61SV lead sulphide cell was

used in the Initial

Work, and proved fairly satisfactory*

It is a photo-

conductive device, and at a wavelength of 10 f &30 X f it*
response Is about jJ^A of its maximum which is at about 2*
Its chief limitation is in itf frequency response - it has a
time constant of about 73 SOCG. *j:iich exclucba its use In
high upteo applications sucii us measurements of He

pumping

transients and the modulation experlmants described in part
three of this thesis*
^nother lead sulphide detector - the Kodafc ^ktron « was
also used*

This has similar characteristics to tht Mallard

6liV t but la available in a number of different sizes of
sensitive area.

Al^o the i&pedarice of the device can be

chosen f within IJUuila, by specifying tht configuration of the
seneitive area*

In principle, one can chooaa the detector

moat suitable for the si^e and intensity of the imag , arid
with a suitable impedance for the su^lifiers it is to feed*
In practice no better sigimle weiv obtainoa %ith thi^ than
with the Mullard 6laV, and in addition to the di ©advantages
of the 6lSV9 the .^ctron is more fragile and more difficult to
mount.
A better photo-conductive detector was found to be the
Texas Instrument Phcto-Mio~r>lode f Type 13701.
n-p-n symmetrical junction diode.

This is a small

The eensitive area is very

mall, but effectively increased to a circle of diameter 2 fam*
by a lens incorporated in the body of the uiou$»
is illuminated end on.

The device

A number of them could be packed
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together, giving a larger sensitive area, but a more important
advantage than this was that by connecting several in parallel,
the impedance of th© assembly coulc be reduced sufficiently to
match the input impedance of the pre-amplifier or oscilloscope.
This was necessary since, even when brightly illuminated by
the main li*mp, the impeoanee of a single device was about
1*5 *«ft * rising to as much as 100 l&Sl , when illuminated by
the small lamp*
In practice there was little advantage in increasing the
size of the assembly until it collected all the light forming
th© im&ge of the lamp, since the signal to noise rati

of the

systems as & whole was always dominated by noise from the lamp*
The sensitivity of these detectors w&s greater than that of
the lead sulphide doteetera, and, in addition, their frequency
response was Btuch better*

It wae constant up to about 5 Kc/s* ,

but was only reduced by 3db* at 20 Kc/s*

All the above

detectors were powered froa an R*T» battery in a shielding box,
A 1 Mft high stability resistor was connected in series with
the detector and the signal voltage developed across thle by
the photo-current was applied, through a condenser, to the
input of the pre-amplifler*

nhen very fast response times were required, there was no
alternative but to uae a photo-cell.

There are no photo-

cathodes %ith good sensitivity in the region of 10,630$,

The

best available is the "3-1 response" cathode, which has a
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peak response at about SQGoJ?,
to 10£ of its maxiraum,

At 10 f 630° the response falls

oig.r.als could, however, be observed

with such a detector, (an HCA 6570 photo-cell was used) and
it was found helpful to include an amplifying stage in the
photo-cell mounting box*

This alao hud the effect of reducing

the output impedance to a point where high frequency signals
were not unduly attenuated by coaxial cable connecting the
detector to the ampllfier*

The circuit used is shown in

fig. (10).
in order to reduce hum, the valve heaters were driven by
accuiBUlators, and a battery supplied the H. T, for photo-cell
and valve,
A disadvantage of all these detector© was the use of
ferromagnetic components in their construction.

The Dullard

613V ha© some unidentifiable ferromagnetic inclusions
internally.

The Kodak rJctron and Texas Instruments rhoto~Uuo-

Modc Loth use nickel-iron leads.

In the former case theso

could probably be replaced by copper wires* but in the latter
case the nickel-iron is used in glass to metal fc-eale.

The RCA

6570 photocell ueee ferromagnetic materials extensively in
its glass-metal seals and elsewhere,
The effect of the inclusions was usually to cause
broadening and asymmetry ox the optical pumping signal.

These

could not be removed by adjusting the coalmen eating fields
since they were the result of field inhoniogeneit;/, and the
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only solution was to remove the detector from the vicinity of
the cell.
(d)
H>larola type Ha infra-red plastic polarises was used*
Two samples were tried*

Polarisation signals were first

obtained with a sample fsountecl between glass laminations, but
a later sample, without glass laminations gave much better
signals*
(e)

carter- *ave filateg

These were manufactured by &eefira* H* 3» B,» &eaJ£in i
from saica aneet@« A rough teat of tha efficiency of the
combination of polarieor and quarter- wave plate was
It Ufaa necessary to restrict the bandwidth of the light u
to the region of lQ,djH)S» This was aohiev^a using th© Texas
Instruments detector, which does not respond to wavelengths
longer than 11,2GO&, and a Polaroid Type XIDt 40 filter which
does not transmit wavelengths shorter than b t 50GA*

There are

no iiaas in the spoctruci of He* in this region with appreciable
intensity, other than the 10,630$ line* The transmission of
the circular polarieer was measured for various positions of
an analyaer using approximately parallel chopped radiation
from a email il@# lamp*

A ratio of *4*3 was found between

jiaxinstuB and eaininum, indicating that the radiation was in fact
elliptieally polarised with this rutiu of major to minor axes*
The efficiency of the circular polarise? under the experimental

conditions was limited by the angle of divergence of the
light.
(f;
Various methods were ueed to excite the weak discharge
in the cell.
electrodes.

These included B*c. excitation with aluminium
This tended to produce a noisy discharge, and

moreover the discharge did not uniformly fill the cell, being
localised near the anode*

Much better cn^racteriatics were

obtained with an electrode less discharge* excited by k»^»
?'or thio purpose a multivibrator oscillator w&e built,
driving & email pair of four- turn coils mounted ir$6ontact
with the cell,

The discharge intensity was adjusted by

varying tne current through & series valve in the anode
circuit of the oscillator*
(g)

The circuit is shown in fig, (6),

Jkla Colls
These were wound upon MI r a Ions in bicycle »heel rims.

They

were split at one point or their circumference and re*- joined
with insulating material*

The object of thia w&s to reduce

eddy currents which may have been induced in a conducting
risj*

The coils were "potted" in Aralditt; epoxy resin as

they were wound*
(h)

A:odulaUqn CoiXj

These were wound upon removable formera, and "potted" in
the same way*

fthen the reein <»et the coils were c

self supporting*

11*
%arth*8 Field Compeasfttioa Colic

(1)

A£ai$ no formers were used, but the colls were wound
over bobbins mounted on a cubical framework of J" Duralumin
rode*
The field at a distance; '&' along the axis from the plane
of & equere coil of side 'a 1 i« given by:(a* *
where
ni * ampere turns of coil*
ce the field at the centre of a pair of co*axlal square
coile separated by a distance f 2x* is given by:Tt

(«" *

from «hich the condition for d'li.ncan be found.

It IB

and this was the coil spacing used*
^ euoamary of the characteristics of the coils uee£ is
giver, in the following table,

The collB were powered by batteries. Tb* currents through
uer« controlled by staple transistor devices. A circuit
diagram is given in fig. lib.
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of

u*....*
Mean

~ Indue-

Constant

Main Colls
In serioe
In parallel

24, 25"

500

49
i/ c
j.4£« 9

7H
t » ti
1« 4H

Mod* Coils.

19*75"

SO

10,5

*01H

10,5

18 M
,025H 17
16,5°

Gompeneation
Coils

Vert 33.5"x37*5"
H-3 32,l"x32,5"
K-^ 32,3 H x3U,5"

60

12,125° 1 3, 1 £ G"''.A/HP,
9*^75"

£UF, Coils
Th* oacillatlng #, F« current wa-s generated by « General
Radio "Bridge Oscillator",

This fed a small pair of Helmholtg

coils, approx, U*1 in diameter, mounted with tfceir axis
perperjdicular to that of the main coils.

The number of turns

per coil could be ©elected from a number of values between one
and a hundred, so ae to obtain & gooo match between the
••eillator and its load at various frequencies,
(k)

Majfo Field Current

This was buiit in the electronic Workshop to the circuit
hown in ?ig, 11,

The value of its output current could be

et by hand, using the w Zerott control, or, by injecting a
suitable varying voltage at one of the inputs, a slow field
sweep could be generated,

The other input could be

simultaneously used to inject a ©inueoiaally varying voltage,
thus superimposing a modulation on the slowly varying field,

ic. 16

It necessary the current could be varied continuously from
positive to negative values* The circuit of the sweep
voltage e;enerator ic rhown in fig* (1^)»
A 12V car battery was ueed to drive the supply*
(1)

Modulation .Coil/supply

Field modulation was either obtained: as above* or xore
usually, by feeding the inoculation coil© with current from a
6 watt Daws Audio Oscillator*

The frequency ueed fc»8 usually

in the range 20 c/e - 100 c./s.
(m)

Fhage Shifter
This was built accordInj to the circuit of Fig. J3c

By

switching the condensers in the phase shift network, about
300 phase shift could be obtained for frequencies between
1 c/s - 10 Kc/a,
(n)

Phase 3ene 111 ve 'Deteqtor

Tho circuit of tMs is shown in fijf, (!3a.A) ?ne reference
signal is amplified by a tr an a let or powe:r- amplifier snti the
output of this used to drive a mechanical synchronous chopper*
This rectifies any incoming signal from the signal amplifier
and phase-splitter providing it ie locked in phase with the
reference signal* Handom no is* signals result in no net * -*C*
level, and can be smoothed by condensers across the output of
the chopper*
detector*

Thsss determine the time constant of the

The i:*C. output signal is amplified and displayed

on a panel meter or chart recorder.

2*17
(o)

a^fff PowfeT y^lifiar and Falser
In order to switch the oscillating r^diafrequency field

on or off electronically, a small r»f« power amplifier was
built according to the circuit of fig* (lit). This coulci be
switched off by the application of a negative voltage to tho
grids of the «*jjlifyijrit: valves* If a abort pulse of r.f, was
required th« amplifier was biased off with an h.tt battery*
then switched on for the duration of a 100 V positive pulse,

*>

S

-

(i)

C one i t ion a.. Toy Be at 0-p t ic al Pumuinff -'>.i g.ng le

(a)

Purity of sample
Troubi. ..._. -^-^rieneed initially IB obtaining optical

pumping signals*

This w&© later attributed to impure samples

of Ee^ in the pumping cell, and was rectified by the addition
of gettare to the cell*

Confirmation of the detrimental

effect of impurities was later obtained irom a c^ll wnich was
not gsttertd, but none the lee® euii'icieiitly pure to give good
signals*

ithin a few mlnut@@ of striking the %eak discharge 9

signal a hau reduced in amplitude by an order of magnitude »
presuoua. ly due to the ejection of impurities which hau been
adsorbed on the wells by the action of tn« dii^cha»rge«
£vid«A«o of the pree..nce of L-npurities was given by a marked
change in the colour of the discharge*
(b)

Cell
A pure sample having been achieved* wealc signals obtained

iiith a phase sensitive detector %er
they were visible on an oscilloscope*

rapidly improved until
It was then easy to

adjust the paraciet^r^ for maxJUmu^ signal^

It was louxi^ that

beet signals were obtained with low pressures in the cell* eo
that there was little mixing in the excited states*

This w&s

to be expected in view of the results in Table One* p, /.^/
and 0*3 w& Hgt cells gave beat results for alignment* and

3*2
polarization, respectively*

examples are given in Fig, 15*

Some results were obtained with a cell filled to 0,05 awn* Kg,
but the preasur^ quickly cropped, owing to adsorption of the
he* at the walls, so that it %as impossible to strike a
discharge,
(c;

£iccharae InteitsIt/
In a 1 ram. Kg, cell it was poseible to vary the discharge

intensity from a scarcely visible glow to each an intensity
that it waa fairly difi'icult to see through It,

At its

brightest the sample became optically dense to the 10,c30 $
radiation, and very email signals were obtainable.

At its

weakest the sample ««» optically t' in, and again fairly weak
signals were obtained,

»vith the lo^er j£» assure cells, it was

not possible to increase the optical density to so great an
extent, ana usually the beet signals were obtained with a
moderately bright discharge,

A more quantitative description

of dJUjharge intensities ia postponed until rart Two of this
thesis, in which an account i© given of a determination of the
•fcaolute density of m«t&atable atoms in a 1 aiii. He 3 cell, for
various conditions of discharge,
(dj

Choice of Laiap ^regigurQ
In terms of brightness* it was found that laaaps filled to

about 1 mm, Hg,, pressure werta the b^at,

However, higher

pressure lamps (up to 5 «*«• Hg, } were often quieter, so that
in terms of the signal to r>oie® ratio, better signals
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t lines obtained with these*

Also, it was founci that, with

ji given cell, la&cps at different pr*««uffes required different
©et tings or the discharge la tensity in the c@li t to give
maximum signals*

Furthermore, the signal amplitudes obtained

varied qultti widely § and were not neeeasariiy related closely
to the intensities 01 the diffgr^nt lamps* All this could be
understood when it was realised that the la/npa varied greatly
In their spectral distribution* as ffl®a«ur^d by the ratio *£ f
due to their different degree® of self-absorption, or ©alfv«Y«reai t (eee p*3.a), ^BO variation of signal strength
with lamp pr^esura was obtained with a new type of lamp f which
haa a r^^entrant window* (Figure 6b ana p* S.I3>* This
effective in reducing @eif«r£YersaX» and h^nca the variation
in K*
Ui)

Thin Sa»plea
Larger signals were invariably obtained with cell

pressure a* anti discharge strengths such that the saiiiple was by
no aieana optically thin* i'olurizatic-a signal® were usually
larger when f inverted **

It %aa -of more interest to observe

thin aam;le f einc^ these were more amenable to calculations*
**lUi low pressure ceil^ it «$e easy to obtain signals
which were not Inverted*

It was found that th& polarity of

the signals was a^ predicted in Table One, p.l.Zl .

Flg@*

(l6a f b) show pol&rlsation and alignj-^nt signals obtained from
a 1 mn* Hg* cell. Conditions wer@ lo^jritical in the two cae«8 t

except that a circular polarizer war in&erted between lamp and
cell for fig, (I6a; while for fig, (16bj a grill raducing the
intensity of the pumping li^ht by a factor of about 2 was
substituted for the circular polarizer. 7Chese photographs are
plots of transmitted light intensity (y axis) versus magnetic
field (x axis), Light intensity increases in the positive
(upwarda, direction of the y axle*

of Polarisation
If K is known, it is possible to measure the degree of
polarisation for a thin aampl© from th© formula© In Table 1,
:./.2-'» In practice K la not usually known accurately, but t
prcviuiitg it is not cloa<3 to 1» some idea of the polarization
can be obtained*
&s an example f -e taka the polarisation produced in a *1
mi+ cell, using a <. icou re-en trujut larui^ The r« f « was
increased ..ntil the signal amplitude no longer increased* aand
a further increase of r»f« resulted in aign&l broadening
only. The eigniil oniplltude, "AI", in tarme of the output
voltar e of the detector, ; aa found to be 10 tnV* Xhis was
compared to the total amount, *l f , thot the light intonoity
was reduced by absorption in the unpolariaed aample. This was
tasily measured by. switching the w*ak discharge off, and
noting the incr«a»«d transmission of the 3 ample* In this case
it wa« found to be ,8V, The Intensity of light emitted by the
discharge was so stfiall as to b© negligible.
have : -

From Table 1 we
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o + K,

therefore
1 - K

80

Thus the polarization was at least 10^ (K » 0)*
Setting K m fa, a reasonable value, then jr m

The narrowest llnot? obtained were polarization signals
from thin sampler,

i*'ig» I6a is an example*

It ^se easy to

broaden these by increasing the r»f» field strength, but on
decreasing it* a miniomm wiaUi was reachea«

/urtner aecr-ase

ol the r*f* fielci strength merely reduced the overall
a&plitude of the signal* but not its width at hali' height*
This residual $ldth» ae measured on an oscilloscope y was
bout 3 C&*

it %a@ checked by observing the signal with a

phase sensitive detector.

The advantage of this wae that the

field Miudulatioja could be reduced to a small fraction of the
line %idt<u f ana the r. I. strength reduced to very aniall
value e f go that both these linos broadening effects could be
eliminated*

In the experiment, the values of the various

parameters were:,,-odulation (ir'etUt to i-eak)

totuting field ^»tren^th (ft^

««:5

t a mO

line width measured between point© of inflexion was

5.6
k ± *U mCU

(The phase sensitive detector output is tho

derivative of the aignal, and the maxima ara equivalent to
point: of inflexion of the signal.)

la Chapter I It waa shown

that tho line ah ape waa given by;-

It can be shown that the; width at half height is given by:kvU'-L> 0 ) m ,c3£/t

in the limit

JfB^ <& 1/t

,

whereas the width at points of inflection isj-

Thus the line%idth at half height is calculated to be
£ 1 jt »^ m^ °? about 1? kc8/sec»
For a line width of 17 &c/s« i»e therefore have:t * 7,9 x icf6 ©ec.
This is very ..-.uch shorter than the value of t obtained in
section (vij from me&sur eaten ts of the pumping transient*
therefore conclude that thu observed line width is due to
other causes*

The most probable cause is the inhomogeiieity

of the magnetic field over the volume of the sample.
(v)

Line oiia
These were qualitatively as predicted by the theory of

Chapter 1«

Fig* I6a and 16b f obtained from a thin sample,

show clearly that the alignment signal is double humped, but
the polarisation signal is not*

The double huia^e'.. signal waa

very useful aa a direct measure of the strength of the r, f.

field using the r lation 2(-J-u; o ; »
the humps.

^li^ at the peaks of

Fig, \~j shows the effect on an alignment signal

of increasing the r.f

field H,.

of the humpa IB quite clear.

The increasing separation

It is difficult to make an

incior.cndent determination of the value of K-, at these
frequencies, but it was found that the line splitting was
linearly proportional to the r»f» voltage applied to the r,f,
coils*

A farther test, with a signal obtained at 300 Kc/e» ,

was conducted, using large diameter (2k cm.) r, f. coils* so
that the r. f* field was fairly uniform* and could be calculated
from tie dimensions of the coils and the current through them.
The latter was determined by measuring the voltage across a
known resistor placed at the electrical centre of the two
coils*

; »ith these precautions the calculated, value of FL was

found to agree (within 20^} %ith that measured from the line
splitting* -It was therefore considered justifiable to use the
double-hunaped signal to measure the average r*t\ field in the
sample,
(vi)

Puaffiiqg. Transient
Seme experiments were performed to determine the relaxation

time of the raetastable atoms in the presence of the discharge.
The#e were performed with a 1 ora* Hg, cell*

This pressure was

chosen because the main purpose of the experiment was to
obtain information for calculations concerning a similar 1 mm«
Hg, cell % containing He 3 . This is reported in Part Two of this
thesis.

3,8
In eq. l^f , p. 1.8 , we found that the approach to
polarisation has a characteristic time* IT f -here
* 1/f p * Vf »

iAirthormora, th© polarisation is given

by an expressionst0 + ?"

P =

(TabieX

p.J.Zl)

Consequently, providing P is small,
., and so
Aa example of a puisplng transient obtained by the method
of section (iib) Chapter II, is ©hown in, Fig* 16,

The r»f»

fiela H, wae switched off at the indicated point in leas than
2 x 10*"5 sees*

1'he time constant TT of the ex^onenUo.!

5 ae

—It
secs«
in the signal is given, in this case, by 1*7 jj, »^ •* 1'^
sees* ,
It was round to vary between 2 x 1£>* ©6cs« , an^ 1 x 10

depending on the discharge intensity, the longer time
appropriate to weakey discharges. The relaxation time of
rue tactile atoms under the experimental conditions is therelore between «1 m scca* and ,2m sees*

As remarked in section

5t this is an order oiv magnituoe fcr^ater than the lifetime
predicted by line width measurements*
Switching on the r«f» was a alower proee*«t taking about
1.5 x 10
of fig. 16.

sees*

and gave rise to th© trun©ioiit at the right

7hi® depolarization transient ie f none the leas,

sufficiently ©harp to demonstrate that the response of the
detection system %aa rapid enough not to distort th© slower

punning transient*

the small oscillations are du© to nutation

.of the polarised atoms about tnt* effective field which 9 at
resonance , is H««

H, is, in faot» increasing during the

period of this transient*
The signal to noise ratio of this part of the trace is
not large enough for quantitative awaeur-ementsp but it is worth
noting that the decay time or the nutation is about ,1m see*
Assuming the tiis© constant *^ f of the dc-cay or nutation to be
given by

we may calculate
metastables,
level system^

, lf the transyorse relaxation time of

(80© p*4.«s for a discu&aiojB of nutation in a two
The situation in a three level system is in

fact znore complicated, than this simple equation suggests.)
Under the experimental conditions the Inhomogeneity of H.
is probably an Import tint factor In shortening the decay of
the nutation, eo that the experimental reeulte indicate that
^ iv*** ^ mi0 are comparable in alse*
(vii)

C a u se g. of _ Her 1 axa 1 1 on
(a)

Diffusion to the walls*

The solution was given in Chapter One of a diffusion
equation containing an absorption term, for a spherical cell
of radius R f assuming zero density of me tas table atoms at th©
walls of the call*

There it wa© shown that the rate of loss
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of matuatable a tuns (per unit dMftlty) considering only the
first decay mode, was given by:-

D la the coefficient of diffusion for me last able atoms
diffusing in He^ gas, at the temperature and pressure of the
cell.

K. is the rat© of loss of metaatable atoms within the

bulk of the gas*
the relaxation time dua to diffusion to the walls is
therefore given by

»

TTD

The diffusion coefficient wa© measured by Whelps and
Molnar f (Hef* 6) who assumed complete deetructioa of ra^tm© table
at the a&lls*

They obtained ^ *- ^10 c;u. .sec* , i'or a

pressure of 1 mm* Hg» an<3 a temperature of 300 °iU

This is in

good agreement with a theoretical valu€ calculated by
Buckingham ana Dalgarno (Hef* 9) wnich lends support to the
hypothesis of complete loss of .m@tasiable atoms at th^ ^alls*
The r&diu** of our cells is 3» 2 cms*, so that in our
experiment
'"^ » 2«3 x 10""*^ sec®*
Clearly , then, diffusion to the walla Is inaul'l icient to
account for the observed relaxation time, even allotting for the
fact that a fraction of the atoms decay by f&eter mod<36 of
diffusion than the fundamental one*

3* H
(b)

Losses within the bulk of the gas,
Phelps and ^olnar found that at high densities of meta-

stable atoms (^10 /cc«) t their destruction was largely due
to collision between pairs of odtastables*

The effect of such

collision® is that one atom becomes ionised, and the other tie~
The occurrence of this process was found by Biondi

excited.

(Kef* 10; whilst studying lonlzutlcn processes in Helium*

He

found that there isms an increase in electron density in the
e;ao scwifc time after the di&ch&rge i$aa switched off*
attributed to the ionistation mentioned above,

This he

Pholps and

Molnar estimated that the crot-s section for such destructive
collisions was about 10

<"»^ },

O

£,

cm » at 300 K*

For a cell at 1 ism*

3
Bg* preeeure in which 1 in 3 * l€r5 atoms are in the -*3,

ttfttaatable level (rnetast^ble density -^ 1 x 10^) this predicts
a lifetime of about 7« 5 «W sec8« against this means of
destructions*

This is ^till insufficient to account for the

observed life of .1 ~ «2 m, @eca*
Hie discrepancy between observed and predicted lifetimes
ie almost certainly accounted for by the action of the
discharge*

Fhelp@ and Molner found that the rate of loss of

metaet^blo Argon atoms was particularly large in the region
of discharge and a oimllar situation probably occurs in
Heliuia*

This la attributable to collision procoases with

discharge products, l*e« ion:., electrons, and excited atoms*
Charge~exchage collisions can result in the excitation of

the 2*B

level e*g* from which radiative decay is allowed*

Impurities ar© also a cause of relaxBtion, although the getter
should reduce these to « very lo* pressure*

hydrogen is

particularly effective in quenching meti»i»t&&i$ lieliurn atom®.
Thefc>e giv<& up their energy of excitation to dissociate H^
molecule a.
(viiij
The profiles of the 10,630 I ©mission lines from a number
of lamps, under different conditions, were obtained using a
high resolution Fabry~£'erot spectrograph*

The output of the

detector (R«C t A, photomultiplier 710^^ wa® fed to a direct
recording apparatus (Ref* 11)#

This traced out th& line

profile, wiiich waa ©canned by varying the pressure! in the
etalor* box*

The etalvii spacer usea wns ««^26 ci% and the

effective number of reflections, ^v^t w®® about 70*
—i
eorresponi'S to an instrumental width of *03 ca *

Ihi*

The most striking result of the investigation was that
low pressure laaipa v*er& so badly self-reversed that the ratio

£ of the iftteftulticg* of the i< o and D,^ lines was sometimes
greater than one* (Bee Fig* 19a)» Ihi& impx*ovv.;a with
liicroa@ed laaap pressure, until at 3 (&&• i*g* , ^ -=2r .25
Bine® the lower pressure loop© were in fact brighter
thoB@ at higher pressure* ja«^ns were sought to rcouce
the self -reversal of the former*

In orosr to reduce
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of cooler g«* between the hottest part of the discharge and
the front oi the lamp, a re-entra&t lamp was ccmatructod t as
ahown in j?ig» 6b.

The profiles of two lao^s rilled all ism«

pressure, ancl identical except that one had a re-entrant
window, ar«5 shown lit figures l$c and l$ci*

therfc ig aaeii to be

a definite improvement in the profile for the re-entrant lump*
Until the investigation, it had been, customary to £la«h
a g«tter in the lamp® to purii'y the gas*

It ®a& noticedf

however, that a lamp exhibited loes eeir-r&v<?rsal before it
was gc tiered than afterwards*

This la accounted for by the

quenching ofv me testable atoas by impurities* thu* i-^uucing
the optical density at 10»83of of the absorbing layer*

Thi«

phenomenon is vtell ioiown to apectroscopiate, who sase times
add Hydrogen to a Helium discharge in order to quench the
metastaiUea, anu reduce gelf— reversal*

This expeuient al.@o

reduces the intensity of the He lines so that too much
impurity in the lamp is detrimental*

Subsequent lamps were

therefore baked, out in the usual way but not gettered*

IX
The work on He

was undertaken as a preliminary to

experiments aimed towards producing nuclear polarisation la
A versatile optical pumping apparatus was built, and
the work of Franken anct Cole grove on the ali;jnment of He
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(ref, 2} was repeats d f and also extended to cover the case of
polar ieatloa,

The line shapes and polarity or the optical

pumping signals were round to agree qualitatively with thoae
predicted by the sifttple theory developed in chapter one,
tamp performance was investigated and as a result an
improved design was found.

Possible causes Tor the

relaxation of th© metastablc atojae were considered and the
conclusion reached that wall effects were negligible,

The

majority of the relaxation took place within the bulk of the
At this stage it *as felt that sufficient insight had

been gained into the optical pumping of He

x
then directed towards optically pumping He ,

and efforts were

PAST TWO

iCAi, PUMPING IN m

For convenience of reference* ©ome of the more
important time constants used In the analysis of optical
pumping in He^ are gathered together here» with a brief
definition* Further information is to lae found at the given
page references*
Long it \2dinal relaxation time of the me tas table atom®. k
k
Pumping time of Betastable atoms*
4
Gaiaracteristio time of me testable atom©*
t
T^ Longitxidinal relaxation time of gi»o nd-state atom©
$
t\.
Tg

with no discharge*
Longitudinal relaxation time of ground-state atoms
k*&*
irith discharge on*
Transverse relaxation time of m^tasta^le atoais*
Transverse relaxation time of ground-state atom8»
without discharge*

T*d&

T?
G

Transverse relaxation tiiie of groun<l~state atom© t

due to cietasta'bility exchange oolliaions*
'Resultant traneverse relaxation time due to T2 aM T^ 6*17
Time constant of the decay of nuclear nutation 9 at
4*1? » 0.17
r@&onanc«*>

PART TWO

CliAPT^H FOUR
The or® t i cal Con al der^ t i ofig

(i)

The Kunping ffrocesg

(a)

The Levela

Optical pumping in He'5 is similar to that in He , in as
much as the same levels and optical transitions are used*
Polarisation is produced in the &« me testable levels, by

of circularly polarized light which excites some of the
x
x
*
•%A - <PAu f ,i.,^0 transitions The He^ nucleus ha© a nuclear
spin (I « i) %hich gives rise to hyperfine structure in the
levels, whilst its reduced mass, and other eriects, cause an
isotopt* shift of the spectral lines. ($&£* !)• A term
diagraiti of the relevant energy levels Is given in Fig, 2Q«
The spectral lines are similar to those of Be to the extent
that the DI and D^ lines are unresolved, and that the DO line
is separated Trom them by about 1 cm* \ The hyper fin©
structure is so large that the two hyperfine components of the
D.J line are well resolved, even v.-hen emitted by a hot lamp, as
in the experiment©*

The calculate^ fine and hyperfine

structure of the ^ - %0 ^ 2 lines for He^ (Ref* 1) is shown
in Fig. 21a to go the r with the fine structure of He 1*, in order
to st;ow the isotope shift*

This can be compared to the actual

lamp profiles obtained as deecribect on p*3.U , and ghcwn in
Fig. 21b» It will b© noted that only the I-Q, F « •? -* 4

transition of He** overlaps any of the He

structure*

This

coincidence between the Ke^ D, line and the B~, F « * -*^

*
hyperfine line of He^ is almost exact*

The transition

probabilities for all the hyperfine consonants of the
multiplet (obtained from ref* 1) are given in Fig* 22a*
Account has been taken of the perturbations arising from the
fact thttt the hyperfine structure of these levels Is comparable
in size with the fine structure*

They have been used to

derive the relative transition probabilities for all the
2eeman hyperfine components of the amltiplet and these are
given in Fig, 22b»
The Zeeaan hyper fine structure of the levels in a weak
magnetic field is shown to the right in Fig* 20.

The

absorption of right-handed circularly polarised light from a
He^ lung?, directed along the magnetic field, gives rise to
x
*
+
1 0
^Pn
and
4
S
the
between
transitions
oallowed
all the
U»J.><i
1
levels*

Decay tends to favour the metastable states of higher

lip* in the aarae way as states of higher Mj «ere favoured in
He ,

Here the similarity ends, since the existence of a

nuclear spin gives rise to effects in Re^ which do not occur
k
in He *

As a result of the hyperflne coupllngp optical

pumping in the metaatable level© creates a nuclear polarisation
which is rapidly transferred to the ground state through the
process of metestability exchange*

k.5
(b)

Ite testability. ^xchanae
Metaetabili ty exchange ie th© name given to a process

which may occur when a metas table atom undergoes a collision
with a ground* @te to atom.

In the course of a collision a

diatomic He molecule is formed in which the electrons or both
sterns are shared.

Providing that the interaction io long

enough, there is a probability of J that the emerging nuclei

have exchanged electrons.
C/U sections of

The nuclei may be distinguished by IKe

This ie possible because the duration of a

their spine*

collision ie so short that the nuclear orientations are the
same before and after a collision (Hef, !£)•
vs>e have seen that when optical pumping is performed on
the me tas table atoms in a weak magnetic field, so that tf is
a good quantum number, then their nuclei tecorae polarised
through their hyper fine coupling with the electrons.

However

this ie only true provided that the exchange collisions are
not eo frequent that the nuclei become uncoupled from the
electrons.

The hyper fine splitting in the

^J, levels (6jk$

itfc/s. ) is a measure of the hyperf ine interaction so that the
lifetime of a metastubie atom between collisions must be large
—10
sees. This is the interval between
compared with 10
coll it? ions for an atom in Re at a pressur

of about 1000 nsm,

Bg, eo that thie condition ie> %ell satisfied at pressures of
a few uiTi, Hg,
The cross-section for a metastabllity exchange is likely

to be large since it depends on the electron exchange
interaction ana not on magnetic dipolo coupling* It was
2
-16
cm , by
estimated to be within a factor five of 10
Colegrove and £*ranken (kef* 2).

This may be compared with

the classical gas-kinetic collision cross-section, which is
1.U l<T 15cm2.
(c)

Use of He

liffht to j^ump He

At pressures above about * 5 ea&« Kg. mixing in the
e/ cited states becomes important , as In the case of lie ,
Atoms may be excited out of states of hi^ier &£«§ and after
mixing in the excited states decay to states of lower M **r^

3
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Use of He radiation to pump the He minimi aea this effect
sinct only those atoms which are in the ^8^ |F * -5,
* *•

'-

^ spates can absorb o* He

light* (Fig* 20)*

A

further advantage is that since the atates of higher U^ are
transparent to the He

light, the transparency of the sample,

and hence the size of the signal, i© more sensitive to the
degree of polarisation*
The low oocillator strengths of th© transitions excited
by Be^ light eneure that the sample is usually optically thin*
This fact together with the sue 11 number of transitions
involved, made calculation of the polarization from
observations of the signal strength much simpler for H©
light.

In particular, it did not require a knofclecge of

the intensity ratio between the U, and i)Q lines*

Detection of ? olarj &a tiun

(d)

in the case of Be » the polarisation was detected by
equalising the populations by saturating the magnetic oipole
transitions with an applied r»f* field at the resonance
There was a choice of three frequencies for any

frequency*
given field*

$0 levels have different g

The two hyperfine

values,1*9 Mc/G and 3*o ^c/G» and the ground state has a g
Because of the clo@e coupling between

value of 3«2 Kc/G«

these ihree levels^ depolarization of one of them by a r,f.
field depolarised the® all, and hence changed the
transparency of the s&mple to th® pumping radiation*
(ii)

Hate Equations
and the

The large number of met&stable states in He

interaction between these and the ground states, makes the
solution of rat© equations for He

extremely complex*

It is

useful to consider a simplified model of the processes *hieh
actually occur*

fte restrict the six metastable states to

two» with populations n

T

and n

"**

and consider' their interaction

with the two ground states, with populations N

and H_.

We

define the following timaej-

(

10*"^ sees)

(

1Q

sece)

i\implng time of metastables

Asouraing no

Relaxation time of me tag tables

Interaction

r ( lo^4 sees) i/r - i/t P * i/t:

i

with ground
etate

(56)

U.6
-

~* eecs)

Life time of metastable atoms before under
going collisions in which there is a
probability J of metastability exchange.

_yy

Tg (^lO*"*1 sece)

Lifetime of ground state before undergoing
collisions in which there is a probability
$ of me testability exchange*
Clearly NT 2 » n T£

T

(^*5 sees)

(57)

Characteristic time for the approach to
equilibrium polarisation, of the coupled
systems,

T, (~10G sees)

Ground state (longitudinal; relaxation time*
The figures in brackets are approximate values typical of a

1 am, fig. He

N * N

T"

ceil.

+ K

**

Let

and n « n

"J^

+ n •
***

Also H» n

may now write the following z»ate equation, for the
population B+ !~

dn

..- -T

(a)
n....'**

IT * rp

(b)
n... T

.

(c)
n
_-.

(a)
H T.. n**

-rR * 2rH * 2nr2

(e)
H.. w. n.
. ..T

Sf2

The separate terms arei-*
(a)

The rate at which atoms are pumped from the n_ state
into n state, by the optical radiation*
(b) and (c) Terms allowing for the destruction and creation
of metuetable atome so that n + •*• n•• » n** a constant*
(d)

i'hia is the rate of increase of n

due to the

aietaetability exchange of n^ metaat&ble atoms &ith K

ground

k.7
Th© factor i Is the fraction of the motaelable

state atoms*

collisions between N 4- and n«•» which result in 0ueh an iiiterchange*

(e)

As (d), but for n metas table atoms*

Similarly t we
dn

n

**

n

<•»«•»

at * ~ r * t

dK

"*"

N

•

*"

n H
-t-

*

n

"*•

TT

» n
li

n N

-nn^L^;

*»

"*"

n

z

* InffJ " lnf| "" K r R

K^ n

n^K

njt

^

+

^

N

n

IF * HT * IrT * ISFt * laoH "" T ~ *
A

€.

A

1

I

K

now define the polurizatione p and P in metaetable

and ground levels reepectivelysB — II
n » u
P » * ^ P „ » n *

( 63)

(6U)

Subtracting Ib from la, and 2b from 2a» anc substituting
b in the results, %e obtainsT
•

«

_

4.
~

r\
t.J

n .MlLnnim
'•> *,.! T

these may be solved by making a number of approximations
based on the expected values of the various time constants*
The details of the calculation are to be found in Appendix
1*

The solutions ares*

Be

+

•

(6?)

^
- «*

« - +

where

I

A« ,

(- *
Jr

4*6

T
-t/T
y
•:%•
y
*
.
* * Be

(68)

(69)

~)

n

These results show that under the experimental conditions*
the equilibrium polar i&atioca in the me testable ana ground
levels are equal to th© v&lue which would have been reached
by the raetastable atom© alone (see p» 1*21)*

T
'sCP—**"«~~
TR »

That is

Furthermore, detailed analysis shows that B » A»

so that the second exponential dominates the first
in each equation and the approach to equilibrium polarisation
ie given by T 9 as defined in equation 6*
Thus the pumping time of the combined systems i@ the
pumping time of the ruetaet&ble atoms multiplied by the ratio
«L

The relaxation time of the combination ie given by (69) with

tp S> oo
The results of the above calculation are assumed to hold
for the actual system with suitable alterations to the
definitions of the various characteristic times*
time T

The pumping

becomes an average of the pumping tlines out of the

cietastable states* T M0 and T0<c are aasumed to be the same for
all the metaetable states.

T. and T2 are unaltered since they

already apply to a two level system*

(ill) Measureiaent p^...Pegree of .Eolar.iget^c-n
(a) Measurements, T&e problem is to relate measurements of
the signal amplitude to the polarisation in the ground estate*

4,9
The observations w& can make

similar to those for He •

They ares*
(a)

the amplitude or th« signal , on cepolariaiftg th©
•ample,

(b)

the total absorption of the sample, when unpol«ri^ecl f

(measured by noting the change in intensity of transmitted
light when the discharge iss switched on)»
The signal, A 1, depends upon the actual distribution of
a tome amongst the me testable states
- ,-

>- "o)
fc'

|F, H«^ *

In particular,

®v® ^ € only absorbing atatea if a He*

lamp is used to monitor the polarisation,

it is therefore

important to determine the actual population® of the
metastable states Tor a given polarisation of the ground
state,

(b)

He la 1 1 ve Popul a t ione
The lifetime of a me taa table atom between collisions in

which metsstability is exchanged is between 10
, , for a sacapl© at 1 r$a* Kg. preaaure*

and 10 '

On the other hand,

a typical pumping time t r for the metaatable atoms is 10
» , whilst th© relaxation time, T , raay b<s 10^ secst
i&.

Clearly then, the exchange with th© ground states dominates
the distribution of populations in the aie tae table levels*
The exchange processes aay be described by equations
relating th© populations of the metagtable and ground states,
and their time differentials*

*e deeigneta the populationa

10

and

of the

and
table eta tea by IL,
1' £> ttJSmetae
BJI
Jy

respectively, and the populations of the ground states by N.
_
r
(70)
a constant
/ n,, f ) mfe « n

The rate equation for the otate
___ ^/ f£

dt

»

1

3/<£

[

(71)

a constant

» $

l_ Kg

and

^

*t/w

3\
3 2/
I| 2*
%•*

i' i

.^

* 6 tilem ~
frt

/ ••* *

I

\

* •?**/

I \\

k l£$ a constant relataci to the cro8s*sectlofi for aetestability
The first term expresses the fact that an atom may
\ \ 3\
state by a coliielon with a ground
be loet from the I i»f ^>
fc/
state atom in the I it - Ostate» The seconc term accounts
exchange.

for gain© in the population of the 4* •§/ state due to
collisions between atome in the | 4 f -j-^ metastable 6tate and
i» |r^ grouno state.

the

Terms are included for all

collisions in which the z component of angular oiCiserituia is
con&arvc^ anfi which result in a change of population in the
5

*

•Tp tj

state.

The coefficient© a, b t c f of the separate

terms express the relative probabilities that a collision
between atoms in the two given states will result in a change
in population of the

3V
1 3 27
il5»

In evaluating these coefficients it is useful to express
the |J, I f F t M«)8tatee (which we have abbreviated to
states above) » super-pooltions of

|«If i f Mjf M,^

\i? t MF

states*

This can be £one oaaking use of the signer coefficients given,
for example in Condon and Shortjley, p,76 (Hef. 13)«

U. 11
We haves-

IF M
11* I)
If, |>

M> -

* Jilo, i> + J7 U* -i>

|o f

Hr)

*>

72 i-h.

- Jl |i, -4>--/T

k The coefficiente of the states
amplitudes*

^jt*

are probability

The square of a coefficient expresses th©

probability that an atom with wave function
found at a given time to be in the state

l?f MF ^ will be

| M T ,MJS .

^e assume

that at each collision there is a probability of | that there
is an exchange of electrons*

It is then clear that collisions

represented by the liret term of ©q« (73&) have a probability
of | or resulting in the transfer of an atom from the state
)l t J ^ to the state

\1 9 -4

(in the JMMS representation).

Therefore a «
The aecond tern is more complicated because the
J F * ^» Mp » |/ etate is a superposition of two
etates* (Kq« ?2b).

Referring noi» to states in the

representation, exchange of electrons bc*twee*'. an atom when it
is in the metastable
in the |o f i

|0t i/ state and a ground state atom

state can have no effect.

But one third of the

k* 12

time the metastable atom

JF - -j f Up « J^ is in the

]l, -

state, therefore the total probability for creation of an
atom in state

)l t £ ^ ie ^. | * *g f i.e. b « 1/6,

Similar consideration® allow the calculation of all the
coefficients for all the rate equations, which are given on
the next page*
By setting the time differentials equal to zero f the
steady state aolutlcn of these equaii-.ns may be found by
inspection to bei-

*

gwen

(75)

in terms of the ground sta^s polarisation by
*«ff£

(75)

It has bean pointed out (ref, 14) thiit thia i®
etatistically the moat probaola dietribution of a given
quantity of angular momentum* between two eys terns, in each of
which the total number of particles is a constant*

It is a

Boltzman distribution in angular momentum end the Marigular
V

same.

spin temperatures"

T 8 of the two systems are the

That is*-

A V*.
where
Therefore

Tfl

»(log

'/I * V«. 9 4

'NT

V*-uV%iV*«70\i*

VM

•up

i-up

The me testability exchange processes provide the analogue of
thermal contact between the two systems,
The distribution also has the property that the nuclear
polarisation is the same In the no tue table levels as in the
ground level.

This is to be expected since the effect of the

exchange processes ie to allow the nuclei to pass freely
between the ground and me testable levels,
The derivation above ignores the energy difference
between the aaeta@table hyperfinc levels,

This ie justifiable

in this caee because
h v>

(c)

ot 10~3

at

Decree of Polarisation
The optical pumping signal can now be calculated,

Since only the

4 f ""

' an<a '* **1 ^ states absorb

circularly polarised He

light, and the relative absorption

coefficients of these are 3*1 (fig. 22} , then
41
•MW>

JJJ

1/6 (1 * 2^ * 2 <*

^

7^ k)
(77)

2(1 +*
Substituting

gives

i

-i

p «

"°
""

> >OP 4
3 -»- P

This function is plotted in Fig, 23,

(76)

(76)

If P is small

~

(79)

this expression 1© at variance %ith that given in ref»
15 f namely
41 m

A

H6 - 2P)
£~

(SO)

3 -»- P

^ 2P

if P ie small.

This expression may be obtained if it ie assumed
(incorrectly) that ia addition to the

/•£» - 4/
ana ' •§«~ 4t

I <C

etatee^ the ) | - J^ metastable state is alao absorbent to
the He^ radiation f and that this radiation is equally intense
in the region of both the hyperfine components of the
1 ~

o li»® ifi He .

It is alt© n^eess&ry to uss@ th©

unr^erturbed transition probabilities for excitation from these
states, which are in the ratio 3:ls2«

The perturbed ratios

given in Fig. 22 are i*. 75s 1.58; 5 or 3s Is 3*1641

l«u tat ion
(a)

The Bloch ^o
In the experiments observations were ma<3© of the nutation

of the nuclei, when a pulse of r*f. at the resonance frequency
was applied to the polarised sample*

The motion of a system

of ©pins under the action of an external field, HQ and a
field H. t rotating with angular frequency about HQ, ie des
cribed by the Bloch equations* (£qs9 k2 of Sef. 16 }»
v
u -f S* v

4.16
Qt

+ M 35 +/?v
- u£' * 0
/

(62a,b f c)

where T «
~

8*

ILo is the initial magnetisation* M_t
« u and v are the
instantaneous coiaponeJita of magnetisation in a co-ordinate
system rotating about ttare axis with angular frequency
and are given byt~

u * Mv cos co t * aw ainup t

(84a t b)

v » - M A sino t * My cos <^ t

Mwz is th© same in both th© rotating and the laboratory coorclnatci systems* The times T* and T^ are the longitudinal
and transverse relaxation times of the ground state atoiaet
fheir values depend on the conditions under which they are
observed*

For instance the presence of the metastable atom®

with which they andergo o&tastftbility exchange will affect
their values» and so also will the pumping light*
In our experiment© the polarisation P f and hence the
msgnatisation M
(b)

is observed,

gaact

The solution of eq©« fe2 a t b f c, tor 11

1© simple for the

case of exact r Lac-nance, l»e« 8* » 0, In which case the
equations reduce to two f and solving for M

we obtain:«

- 0

(65)

2 <

Providing

(66)

> i

T
i

this has the solution
z

)T|A C08
l

"V2 + 1

B sin

Ueing the initial conditions to evaluate A and B t
substituting for o^ , /2 and t from eqe«83 a»b f c
[

cos u't ^

-("
(68)

o

(1

where

Under the conditions

cj^ T]LT 2 » 1, and (-) i » i(f"
(90)(91)

which holci in all cas^s fehare the nutati&p. is clearly
observable, then t —? Q and U ' —> to, ao that

COS

exp
which define ad*

cos

The £ component of the magnetic moment

therefore oscillates, with frequency VfiL and the oscillations
—1
*»1
X.
of
mean
the
which ie
are damped with decay constant 0
and T^1 .
(c)

The general oplu t ion

The solution when 8 / 0 i® tssu^h more complicated, but it
has been ehown (ref« 17) that the solution is of the form:-

K

z

. Ae~at •> Be"br cos er

C«"br sin at + D

(93)

At exact resonance A * 0 and the solution reduces tc the form
of (67).

Off resonance tho nutation frequency is given by:v

U T1J m

I

\

O

.£>

i

J^i1
Hi

i \

i \

5

/ c\i \

\ **>

+ { CJ •- O£"i ;

(94)

The damping of the nutation in this case haa the timft constant
% * where

2

_L

(95)

If Tj^ » T2 then
|Jf

I

u

1 *

rp

(96)

1 2

Therefore for an accurate aeasuresteat of €> the deviation
from resonance must be

eo that (O- uO')

?*\

<«C

f\
1

(97)

The i'iret tarra of (93) is given by
Ae

1 -

2

1

4- g

exp

* * s ** J

(96)

In the experiments on nutation, exact resonance could b©
obtained by adjusting the frequency until this feature of the
signal disappeared (see p*5-6).
(d)

Field I
The above analysis assumes that cj

over the scuaple*

anc U) • are constant

In practlc© there will be a certain

InhoffiG^neity A H^

and

HO in

and HO»

The effect of

18 to vary the nutation frequencies of atom© in different

parts of the satuple»

consequently ae tiae elapses

differences develop and the macroscopic transverse

phase

magnetisation is damped fcore rapidly than would otherwise b©
the case*

ii. should therefore fe« sufficiently ho*no&eneoua

to satisfy the? condition i-

~ HI - ^
At exact resonance the expression for the nutation
is independent of B , but ©luce cj
afleeted through the relation (9k)*

* YK

the damping is

This show® that provided

H «tn is homogeneous, the effect of ^ ILo is siaall if (J.A »^<-^a
x.

Hi

*> AHO

(100^

(1)

Deute.ctlan

A number of different methods wae used to observe
Optical Pumping signals in K© f depending upon the type of
The experimental detail a are
Most of the apparatus was identical with

measurement to be made*
described below.

that used for the experiments with Be *
(a)

Field Mojuli tioji

Under certain circumstances it waa possible to observe
signal, due to magnetic resonance in the me testable levels
by a method similar to that us©d tor He^ and described on
P« 2, 3« There were a number of difficulties associated *ith
At the low magnetic fields most readily
available fcith the apparatus, the F « 3/2 and the F « J
resonances were so broad with high pre©@ure cell© that they
this method.

tended to overlap*

At higher fields whore they did not

overlap, the higher resonance frequency mad© it difficult to
generate the high r.f. power required by the short-livea
me tae tabl© atoms*
A second difficulty was connected with the coupling
between the rnetaetat<le ana ground levels* In order to see a
signal by field modulation it was necessary either to
modulate so slowly that the polarisations in the ground and
me tas table levels were at all times in equilibrium
(1/10 - 1/100 c/sec* ) or else so last that the two

5.2
polarisations were effectively uncoupled*
impracticable*

The second was only useful if the coupling

time (7:^2^ was reasonably long*
is about 1 sec.

The iir&t was
« cell this

For a •! ..»;i*

sec,

For a 1 aim, Kg, cell it is ,1

v,e

therefore required a^aulation frequencies of above ai^out
10 c/eec, and 100 c/see, respectively,

Only the first was

practicable since the modulation time had also T.O be long
compared with the pumping time, which was about ; & sees,
Thia method of detection w&© t&arefore limited to low
pressure cell 3,

r

3udden fle^o,1 a.risetian
The signal could be observed without the uce of field
Modulation, by monitoring the transmitted li&ht on an
(b)

oscilloscope^ using a sloi time base sweep f whilst applying
a short burst of r,f, power*

tvhen th€j letter was adjusted

te the resonance frequency a sharp change in the light
intensity could be detected.

This method is applicable to

resonance In both meta$t«*bla levels, or to nuclear resonance
in the ground state,

A large value of K» could be used to

locate the signal roughly, and e^cact r,,aon^nc^ obtained by
progressively reducing H^ until it was just sufficient to
saturate the transitions ovor a narrow frequency band.

It

was nccess.ry to allow yufficient time (10 - 60 sece.; for the
•ample to be "pumped" between successive bursts of r,f.
sharp change in light intensity when the r,r, v.as

The

wa® measured*

5.3
This gay© Al which was used in the measurement

of polarisation,

The measurement of I* which is the intensity

Of the total light absorbed by the sample, when unpolarized,
was obtained by noting the initial change in intensity when

the discharge was switched on.

The li^ht emitted by the

discharge itself was negligible compared with the lamp
intensity,

(c)

gumpi n& :1.T r an c- i e rit

When the r,f, pulse described in the previous section is
switched off, tha saiaple return© to equilibrium polarisation*
This is observed a© a gradual increase in the transmission of
the sample. This pimping transient ie much longer than the
corresponding transient in He > and has a time constant of
between 5 a«d 30 sees* For the shorter times (up to 10 sees,)
the pumping transient was recorded directly by photographing
the transient as displayed upon an oscilloscope. The longer
transients were recorded point by point.

The saoqple was

'pumped* for a measured time- interval, and. than the degree
of polarisation measured by the depolarization technique
described In the previous paragraph,

.He Xftat IQ.B T
The longitudinal relaxation time of the ground state
polarisation measured by a similar technique. The procedure
was* to "pump" the sample for a time sufficient to ensur©
that the equilibrium polarisation was achieved*

The lamp was

5.U
then switched off.

After a given iime» Measured with a a top-

match, a pulse of r. f, was applied to destroy any remaining
polarization.

This depolarization was observed using m

subsidiary He

lamp (described on p« ± 9 B) in place of the

main lamp.

In this way the polarisations remaining after a

number of different delay times were measured and plotted as
a function of time*

From this graph the dee^y constant

could be obtained.
The subsidiary lamp wae mounted to the ^ide of the
apparatus and was focussed onto a small mirror next to to*
main la-np.

This deflected the monitoring bca-: ; nearly axislly

through the pumping £ell»

The arrangement i_ . r.ovai in

The purpose of using this lamp instead of the mail,
was two fold*

Firstly, it was possible to measure the

polarisation with a He^ lamp regardloau of whether the sample
had been pumped with a He

lan^> or a He

lacsp.

Secondly,

its intensity was so low that it did not materially affect
the rate of decay of the sample.
i

Its effect in this respect

may be estimated by the following argument*

If the

time with the little lamp is 't", and that with the main lamp
, then the initial polar is t ion will be P% where
(66, p. *t.8

CR

Similarly, the equilibrium polarization witb the little lamp
is Pw where
p« «

-

t,

>

(68, p. «f.

5*5
lAiring this deca^ with the little lamp on, the polarisation
decays from P f to P% with time constant T*1 where

In the experiments P f ^ 5^ and P" ^ £&

Therefor®

R
and
Thus it P is large enough to be measured and subtracted from
//
each point of the decay curve, the error in T due to t & is
about 4^ nfcieh is imtch les® than the experimental error*
fhe maximum error which could be eaused by ignoring ,P
completely is about 5£ «^ileh is barely significant,
The time T measured by the method outlined Uv-ove was
relaxation tioe or the grouna state with the discharge on*
Veasurementa war© not possible with the discharge o£i'» but
*

it was found feasible to switch off the main lamp and
discharge together, and then at some subsequent time to
esitch th© discharge on again.

Then after a short delay the

remaining polarisation could be measured with the littlu
as b$for©«
minute^

Ihe titae so measured naa usually about two
The delay betwacn striking th^ discharge (^ith a

Tesla coil) and making the meaeuremont( about 2 see$«) was
also meaouiredt and allowed for if necessary by using the
decay ti*a@ with the discharge on f aa swaeured above*

This

was not usually iiecei-sary if a weak discharge was used*

5*6
(e)

Nu ta t i on
Application of a pulse of r. f, at the ground etate

»«»onance frequency ^ave rls^e to nutation of the nuclei at a
frequency

Y H^,

Mutation frequencies of up to 2,5 K/c were

Observed, and the damping of the nutation had a time constant
of about a tenth of a second*

It was therefore necessary to

synchronise the sweep of the oscilloscope with the r, f, pulse,
This was achieved by using the delayed sweep facility of the
Tektronix 5U5 oscilloscope.

The sweep of time base *B f was

initiated by i and, and after a certain delay, this triggered
time base *A f »

A 25V positive gate derived from time base

'A 1 was amplified to 1QQV, and used to gate a Uawe audio
power oscillator, which supplied the power for nuclear
rcTvoriattcc,

Adjustment to exact resonance wae made by observa

tion of the shape of the nutation signal,

Just off resonance

the nutation wae superimposed upon an exponential, with time
constant approximately T, 9

The amplitude of this exponential
o relative to Uiat c*x ^^ rotation i® approximately ( ——
providing ^\ » T 2 (Sqn* 9fc p»^-l^ ),

Therefore, by

act justing the r,f, frequency until no exponential was
visible in the signal, it was possible to ensure that the
resonance condition was approached as closely as required by
th* condition given in eq, (97) p.4-»2 i.e, ( O - O^} et« «o
(ii)

ije^e.rmln.atlon, of ito tag table .jgcnjj.ty
For the interpretation of the various relaxation times

5*7
tasur a, it was important to know the density of me test able
atoms in the discharge*

A direct measurement of this was made,

using the Pabry-Perot spectrogruph described on p,
5
A bright He^3 lamp was uaed as the eource, and a 1 aim. He cell
interposed between lamp and G talon.
the Ittdip profile.

This *as Doppler broadened, and to some

extent »elf<-abEorbed.
the weak dischar

A trace was obtained

A second trace was then obtained with

-xcited in the cell*

The effect or the

layer of metaatable atoms &o created was to ub.^rb radiation
from the lamp and re-emit it in all cirectione,

Since tlMi

cell was not at the focal point of the collecting l®fls f the
fraction of light re-emit t@d in the forward direction was not
focuesed upon the epectrogriiph pin-hole, and had negligible
effect.
t?'rom the two tracee obtained it was possible to deduce
the absorption coefficient ae a function of the optical
frequency, anc nonce (knowing the oscillator strength,
th* total number of absorbing atoms in the path of the li fc ht
could.be calculated.

It was necessary to know the path

length , *hich was not constant over a spherical cell, but by
fdetricting th£ aperture to about a quarter or the diameter
of the cell, a reasonable neasurettent cculd be made*

A

number of different mea0ureiQ^nte was :nade Tor different
settings of the discharge intensity*

(111)

(a)

Items off

$ li tchiJPtJg, . jfer 3 nfpiiisf t s

The lamp could be switches on anil off by utilising tho
"keying" facilities of the transmitter* A remote- ©witch
operated a relay in th© transmitter.

v*hen this wag actuated,,

th& screen grids of the output valve were esrthed f thus
Massing off the power amplifier.
The discharge was switched off by temporarily Interrupting
th® H»T« supply of the discharge oscillator.
achieved by a remote ©witch*

This was ale©

The discharge was not usually

self-starting, so a probe connected to a Teela coll was
arranged near the cell. The discharge could then be ©truck
at the required auKac&t by a short burst of high, voltage r»f*
from Uit coil.
(b)

i;u 1 eJ^nE. thg af g^
Pulsing the r«f* for electron resonance was achieved

u&ing the r«f* power amplifier deacribeu in p» 2,17.

The

lower nuclear frequencies were obtained from a Bane audio
oeelllator and this wag* adapted to be puleed directly*

The

grid circuit ol" the po%er amplifier could be interrupted
i>et*e£ii earth ana th@ grid l^ak r@aistora»

Injection of a

100 v* negative pulse at this point was sufficient to drive
the output values beyond cut off*

(c)

Pulse
As describee above , the r.f» power was pulsed using

5*9
"gate" outputs from the oscilloscope.

These ware only 25V in

amplitude so a simplo pul^e amplifier was built, to give
10GV output.
U)

Its circuit is shown in fig, 2lu

D.C. Detection Circuit
Measurements of transients with time constants of

several seconds required Dt C» coupling throughout the
detection circuit.

In order to avoid overloading the high

gain D«C, pre-araplifier of the oscilloscope* It was necessary
to "back-off" the K.T, voltage applied to the detector,
Thle was achieved with the ©imple circuit in ^'ig, ^3»
included in this ui.it were condensers for limiting the
bandwidth of the system when necessary*

Also

BK8ULT3 A|m

introduction
Time did not permit the measurement of all the
numerous parasaeters of a number of cells filled to oifferent
pressure a and with different discharge intensities*
Accordingly & 1 etai* Jig* w*ll-co&u*..u cell, with it& getter
housed in a separate compartment, \^, __._eted and fairly
complete measurements made on this*

*here measurements were

fluidt with other celle and these gave significantly different
result s f these are al©o reported*
(i)

Denoitff .of .Me. tag table Atoms
An example of the traces obtained fey the method

deccrlb- c on p» 5. 4

The lower trace

is shown in Fig« 26.

has been displaced downwards for clarity*
Assuming that the absorption is of the for;n;I Q cxp (- ^x)
then
Using this formula the absorption coefficient was calculated,
as a functloa of v f th© reciprocal wuve length, from
made on the traces*

1

But

me

n ia the cleasity "f the absorbing atoms, ana f is the
oscillator strength of the transition*

Honee by graphical

6.2

Integration n can be calculated*

It is aeeeasary to aerurae a

Kef. 19 gives .56 ae the value of the
Sfcaorption oscillator strength for the a*x - /,^t "*•n >*-,
value for *f*«
transitions.

From each trace it was possible to make two

•saeurefflente of n* by taking the DQ and P^, components
separately.

The relative f- values of these ware taken to be

1/9 and 8/9 respectively, from a consideration of their
statistical *uights«
There was found to be a large discrepancy (a factor of
2.5) ia the values obtained from the two lines,

ihe reason

for thia wae that the width of the emission line was very
little isider than that of the absorption line.

Consequently

the abecrption coefficients obtained from the wings of the
narrow i^Q lines were exaggerated.

On the other hand the

absorption in the B_ line waa rather strong* anu it v»a8
feared that the instrumental width may have masked the depth
of the trough in the centre.
e a ciiecu;, a trace w^o obtained in a similar manner to

the above but with a He

lamp ac the sourc®, ^ig* 27&«

3
of the hyperflne components of the Lu He lii... „*+„ ,.,. sorbent

to the D- He^4 emlsaicn line* and in this case th* midth of ,
the latter greatly exceeded that of th® foriaer* so that an
accurate plot of the absorption profile could be obtained*
This la t:hovn in Fig. 27b. The Boppler width in He 5 at
290°K is .065 csf* while the inetrumeatal width wae about

• 03 coT •

6*3
The result or * folding 1 these together is to give

an expected width of *Q6§ cm which is very close to the
-*1
observed width of ,06 cm * this curve was therefore
integrated to give the absolute density of oats* table atoms,
It had been noted

at a particular setting of the discharge*

from the accurate points in the eeatre of the DQ lines
previously obtained that the intensity ratio of the two
hyper fine components of this line was close to the theoretical
ratio predicted by Fred «t al, in ref* 1

*

Accordingly,

this ratio (19jl3t Fig, 2&&j was used to give the f-value of
the measured cosaponant,

Having obtained an absolute value

oj n

for n, relative values,, were obtained from the absorption
coefficients at the centres of the DQ lines in the original
traces.
It was assumed in the calculation of the toiler width
that the effective Doppler temperature in the discharge waa
tne same as room temperature,

;4shis i,, justified* ©liice

experiments have shown that the life time of the me tas table
*ii

1Q

-7

is about 10 ^ eec® *hils the collision time is about
sec@«

Furthermore the natural width and the width due

to rt;aoi4&nce broaaenin^ cauc-oa by aictas lability exchange
(each about 3 x I0""\»m

) are both negligible compared with

the Doppler width,
The density of aeteatable atoms in a 1 ;nm. Kg. cell was
found to vary between Ik, f> and 3, 5 x 10 /c, c, depending upon

the discharge setting.
of «:*3 ana 1 x 10

These figures correspond to ratios

between the population® of ground and
M

aw tas table levels (—)•
It is rather difficult to estimate the accuracy of these
aaasuruacnts*

The observed quantity is an average density

over an ill- defined path length in a spherical cell.

Apart

frum this, the a^reeaieiit tctv,;c,u the expected and observed
line widths and intensity ratios ie eviaenc© of a fair degree
or accuracy in the measurements*

All thing a considered it is

t that the absolute, and relative, densities are correct

ti

to within 25''- ancylo/ respectively*
.Qbservatlo.ns of Resonances in the Me testable

(ii)

fig* 28 is a eign&l obtain€?6 using a *1 u
and a 1, S am* Kg, He^ lamp.

The signal & arc in fact inverted

under th^se circuai^t&ncc&f i*c, there ia an incrcaee in

transmission at resonance*

The explan&ticn of thi& is

similar to that given for the inversion of He

resonances on

P. 1.17.
The radio frequency was 1 &c*/&ec« 9 and th€ amplitude of
the field modulation waa about J gauss, centered at zero
field*
clearly.

The *--eoflanc4M* at 1*9 &n<3 3,3 Mcs,, G. , can be seen
Calculation of the ratio 01' th

tr.cse signals has not bean attunptcd.

amplitudes of

It wuulc be a
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complicated function of all the transition probabilities of
Fig. '& ami also the relative intensities oi' all the spectral
components oi' the pumpia& li^ht*

It would also be

to take into account the interaction between the
and ground levels.
(bj

j>i finals. obtained us^ngji®
t it po^kiblw to predict i-'.-.c relative a®plitua@ of

the two resonances when the exciting lamp is filled with He 'f.
In this case atoms in the £* * 3/2 level only are absorbent
and affect the signal*

&«sonance in toe * * 1/2 level gives

eiee to & signal in the i'ollo«in^ '«ay*

HS soon as Uie j? a

level is depolaris^a by tne r*r* f mcta@taDility @^ch&inge@ take
place*

The rate equations 73 on p**M5 snow that b/^7 of such

•xchangee result in tUe excitation oi ground state atoms to
the I*1 « 3/* level,

thi® is a vary rapiu procea&» ana ta&es

place in a time (lo"""5 sees* > short compared ^itn me tiaw
tajien to modulate the magnetic i'ield through the signal

••4
(10 ^ seee),

^'hu& it is possible to &ee &» signal in the

W « V^ level aespite the i'act that there is insuil'icient
time during the transit 01 the resonance for the depolarised
2 level to depoleri&e the ground—eta te v an° hence the
k metastublc state)*
The aignui in tae - « l/^ level ma<y no^ ba estimated*
Provided the r.f, truobitions are not saturwtyd the ratio of
the signals in the & « 1/2 and F « 3/k levels is expected to
be

6.6
*'

t

—«—— c?
«<* + 1

for small polari

'

The second factor accounts for the relative number of atoms
in the two ^testable levels (p.42
This result ia not inconsistent wiUi the oboerved ratio,
as can be aeen in Fig, 29, which is a photograph of the
signals obtained under the same conditions as Fig. Xb except
that a He^ lamp «as used.
If the modulation frequency or amplitude was decreased
unduly the signal was reduced because of the depolarization
of the ground Estate as described on p» 5. /
Signals obtained with He

lamps were not inverted*

Since

the Me D, line- only is absorbed signal inversion cannot take
place*
(c)

Line Widths
The signals obtained as described above are much broader

than He^ signals.

This is because the phase lifetime of th©

atetaatBbl© atoms is determined by the frequency of the
me taet ability exchange processes*
The width of the 9 * 3/2 resonance in ^ig*^8

is *15 Me/sec.

This is accounted for by r, f* broadening eince the K., was of
such a value that nearly maximum signal amplitude was obtained*
(I!, was sueasured as 25 naO* f which la equivalent to a line
width of about *1 Me/sec*)

A more accurate measurement of the

limiting line width u£ing a phase sensitive detector and chart
recorder (ae described on p* 3.5 ) yielded the value .076 He/sec.

6*7
If we assume

for the line width between points of inflection.

a Lorent&ian line shape, this eorreoponde to a line width at
half height of .135 £ »02 Me/see*

This is equivalent to a

liretiiae of &kuut «^»3£>r jt *&, • *& *6 sees.

This mu^ be compared
atoms which is

to the collision time of the ground state Ho
-6
s£ca«
about 1*4 .10

i*ig« 30 wa« obtained under identical conditions as Fig.
'<& e^ctspt that a * jj uiii*. IA^* call wae used*

The r. f. power
This is to

was the same but the signal© were asuch broader.

be expected as the lifetime of the metastable atome is much
shorter,
I f\ t

'11 ''TVT*!^ ri "fl

were observed whan unpoloriae delight
w&e used to pusip thfc saiapla*

These were attributed to .u

merit in tine P « 3/2 meta@table level, by a process similar to
that in He *

Ho signals were observed under thee© conditions

in the F « 1/2 iuetastable state, an. yeas to be- expected, since
alignment has no meaning for a state of ©pin 1/2*
(iiij

x-

Observatioiie were made of the pumping transient, after a
short burst of r. f « had depolarised the sample.

This method

su tie red. from the fact that th© noise output of the lamp was
rather high in the frequency range 0-10 c/sec.

Fig* 31 shows

a signal obtained when the sample was depolarised by resonance
in the ground state.

A smoothing condenser was used in the
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detection circuit (tlnay constant ^ .1 sec.) in order to
eliminate high frequency noice.

ffect of

Thi8 also had the

eliminating the nutation which would otherwise have been
visible Immediately after the Initial depolarisation.
Similar traces were obtained for resonance in the F * 3/2
metaatable level, but without of course the nutation,
Three photographs of the pumping traneient, taken under
identical conditions, yielded the following results:6,4 sees,
Ti ese indicate

7.6 sees.

8*6 sec©.

the reliability of the method.

Times greater

than about 6 eetis, were measured, point by point, as described
on p. 5.3

*

The length of the pumping transient, T f varied greatly
with discharge intensity,

Values of T between 32 recs« and

3*3 sees, were measured with the 1 ram* Hg. cell.

The former

time corresponds to the weakest possible discharge,
(iv)

Longitudinal jelaxati..n time
Measureaiejate of T. were made by observing the relaxation

of the sample with the discharge and pumping lirht off.
method la described on p.T3. .

The

This was a reasonably aocurete

and repeatable meesureoient, since it did not depend upon the
brightness of the la.np nor the discharge setting.

For the

1 mm, Hg. cell, two measurements of T. made with an interval
of three months between them gave values:-

165 J: 10 seca,

156 t 5 sees.

6.9
Relaxation with the discharge on t&as much faster, and
times between k and 3^ sees, were recorded*
of a typical decay is ehown in Pig* 3^«

/> sc^i-io^

It has been

corrected for P* f as described on p. 5-5 .
(v)

Orifiln of jUo ngituciinal I^alaxatiop
Whilst the discha.ve is on, the oie testable atoms provide

the major source of relaxation.

Relaxation of ate ta& table

atoms is discussed on p. 3.9 •
No exhaustive investigation was conducted into the
caueee of relaxation when the discharge waa off.

However, to

investigate the affect ot the malls, two cells were construc
ted, filled to a pressure of 1»05 ®&* Bg» and identical in all
respects except that one cell wa@ coated with Dri*»film> as
describee on p9 2.C *

T, waa measured for these two cell©,

with the seeultaj*
Wall-coated cell
Kon-Wall-coated cell

105 «. 10 eecs.
dk ± 10 sees.

There appears to be a email improvement lor the wall coated
cell, although more rneaeurtwa^ntg would be required to
esttiblieh this.

However this raeasuroaient shows that there is

not a tremendous advantage to be gained by coating the walls
of the cell,

Both the times quoted above are longer than the results
for the 1 ran, Hg. cell quoted on p, 6.1? ,

The major difference

between this cell and the other two was that the -'jio+rief had a
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separate, re-entrant compartment to house the getter.
•Gswunicated with the cell via u capilllary J
cm* long*

V'his

. wide and 1

The getters of the other two cells were flashed at

the end of the flask necks, which wore about 7 cm* long and
1,6 cm, in diameter,

A rough calculation predicts the effect of the getter.
•ft assua* that all atoms diffusing to the end of the neck ara
completely depolarised*

The opening into the neck is about

lAo of the total surface area of the flask*

Using a value

of 800 cm*/sec. (estimated from kinetic theory) for the
coefficient of self diffusion of He^% at a pressure of 1 mm.
Hg, we can calculate the characteristic diffusion time for a
sphere of radius 10 cm, (the distance from the centre of the
flask to the @nd of the neck,}
evaluated as 1.2 x 10*"^ sees.

From eq, U5» p, 1*13, this is
This must be multiplied by 40

giving a time of about J sec.
Clearly then the Barium film la an inefficient relaxation
agent since the observed relaxation time ie about 100 sees*
However this calculation ht»^ ah^n t•"..£. t the getter could
easily account for the difference in the relaxation times in
the two types of cell*
(vi)
(a)

ftaaaflgMMMPta of |;ola.r.i.gation
Conditiona for, maximum r.;oi-.ut l3atl Qn
The polarisation of the samples was measured as described

on p. 5".3 .

It was invariably found that the highest

6,11
polarisation was achieved for the weakest poseibl© discharge*
$&is Is understandable since:-

(66 p.*.
and experiments on Ee

have shown that "t R decrease® with

•ore intense discharge ®*

Maximum polarisation© of between

Jgl and 2ff were achieved in cells varying in pressure between
• 1 ana 1 mm* Kg. 9 us- ing a 2 nsa* Kg* lamp. At higher pressures
the maximum polarisation was less, falling to 1. & in a Z*k
OB* Hg* cell*
In Fig. 33 the polarisation achieved in the 1 &m* Hg»
cell ir plotted ae a function or metss table density*

From

eq. 66 we se© that if P is small ( i. e* T i,.» tT *t3 ) then P <x, TD«
so that rtilative values of T-

(103) may b© obtained from

this graph*

(b)

lamps

ggia.tive me.ritq of He rtnd Ho
j:a© experiments were perform'...

with th© He

lamp

monitoring ceaai ucecr.lled on p» S.^ 9 in order to determine
5
j,
5
the relative merits of He and He^ lamps, in pumping He •

wss found to be superior in all cells tested which were
filled at .33 OMS« Hg« and above.

As an example, the

polarisations produced in a « 33 «am» Kg. cell were 1* and
using similar He^ and He

lamps, respectively*

The disparity

wss much greater for higher pressure lamps, and accordingly
lamps were almost universally use<S in the experiments*

iaith a .1 an* Eg« cell, lie

h

and H©x lamps gave about the

•mote si;.c signals, but the polarisation due to the latter was
slightly higher*

There are two reason for the superiority or He lamps,
The first arises as a result of the adxing processes which
take place in the *•• states, and is dealt with on p, f.*f .
othc* 1 reason is that, as was shown on p. 6-2. , the sample
X
B, light. Conset?uently a
He^
to
dense
y
fairl
ie cpiically
certain amount ol1 multiple scatierin^ takes place, and since
the scutter&d li t ht is unpolari&ed it acte as a r^iuxution
proceee. The first effect decreases with ga^ pressure, the
Consequently it is only for
3
the lowest pressure cells that he li*.v^ are superior*

second with me testable density*

(vli)
(a)

.^i-jct of _^etja.fitabX.e Density on Ground, State Relaxation.
The pumping transient and the decay of polarisation with

the dicchurgu are both ^overuse b^

a

l

LP

r elation :-

p.

In the latter cetee l/'C , » 0 since the lamp is off. In
either case, for small polarisation T,t » ^ riD* Theraforet*

1

1_

<—

<?n

f - ?ri. - PTit
anc substituting the relaiion

T

. i.
T

oc

JS
f

(105)

6.13
Fig, 5k is a plot of I/I v. n/P.

The point at n/P * 0 ic

that obtained with th@ discharge oil*

The next t^o points

were obtained from point by point jaeasurcaientg of the pumping
transient, the reet were obtained from the decay of
polarisation with the discharge on. The points lie approxi
mately on a straight line %ith a amall positive* intercept of
the I// axis, thus demonstrating the validity of c> ^
in
the range of isetastable densities tested*
There is some evidence of divergence at the highar
Mtastable densities in *'ig* 5*4* i'he reason for this is
thought to be connected with the discharge products. It was
noticed that at high discharge intensities an increase in the
apparent brightness of the die-charge produced little increase
in mctatatable density, *is an example, the two points in the
graph in Fig, ^4 for I/* » ,167 and *^3 correspond to
densities 1,12 and JU ki* x 10
difference.

/c, c,

i, e» a

On the other nana, there was a 30^; differonca

in discharge intensity,

ihe l^tttsr quantity wa^ dtsteriiii

by meatauring the intensity of the light emitted by the
discharge.

At lower discharge sot tinge the di sonar ge

brightness v»ae roughly proportional to the metastable density,
It is therefore suggested that sit higher dificharge intensities
the discharge product® contriDut© directly to the ground-*
state relaxation by collision proc^-^of v<itnout the agency
of the rnetaatabie a torn a,

Ihis could account for the

6. U*

shortened relaxation tiroes observed to the right in /ig»
(b)

Comparison with_

It ia of intercut to compare the relaxation time of the
metastable atoms in tie

and He •

relation given in eq« 69*
made on He

*«e can do this through the

We muke use of the measurements of

with a cell filled to the same pressure as

the 1 aw* Kg* cell*

At the ©arnc setting o- the discharge

which in He'5 gave a aietastabl© density oi ^*k: x lu /c,c» ^
in He

was found to »e 1.3 x 10**^ aecs.

#ith T, = I6u sees*

(ana T T ^ * °° ) eq* 69 gives 22 sees* as the vglue of T»
meaeured value of T at this discharge aettin^^ was found to
be 1U sees.
The theoretical prediction is in reasonable agreeoent
witi. experimen^ bearing in inino tno aaeumptions mad@
regarding the aimilax*ity of the cUt?cfcar#ea in the two cells*
•

The agreement also depends upon the aaauaption^ rauoe in the
derivation of e,» 69 concerning the oreation and destruction
of the metaatable atoms in he •

^Jicitatiun is iargwly by

lonisatlon, with subsequent recombination and decay f ar
the creation of excited atoms »nich also decay to the
aaetaetabla level*

Some collision proceeses may excit©

ir^taiitable atoms oirectly*

In any cas-a tnc aucla^r

polarisation %hich was present in tha ground state is almost
completely lost as a result of these radiative and collision
processes, and all the me t&e table states are populated with

6.15

equal probability,

The s*ts*table atoms then becoaje polarised

by exchange collision® with the ground state atoms*

Subsequent

&£c&,> or these atoms to the ground level is again by a number
of different routes, but the probability Is that the nuclear
polarisation is again lost.

Thus the netastable atoms are

doubly effective in relaxation since polarisation ii? lost
both at their excitation arid

t their destruction.

Thie

accounts for the factor 2 in the last term of eo* 69«
(viii)
(a)

Met

Ususur

\ ,;., of the.r ..? ransver sa RelajEation Tinai

. its with the ciiacharjge on

Nutation of tn© ground state atoms In K©' was observed
by the method described on p. 5 C •

For an accurate measure-

nt of % three conditions were to be satisfied* (p. *f. 18 j.
inhoaaogenelty ^H

of the static field was to be

such
AH 0 ^<

K!

(100 p. 4./

The inhofiogeiieity of the rotating field

H, was to satisfy

the condition:*
(99

P. V

£jtact resonance was to be achieved within the limit j-

(97

P.A./

The first condition was always satisfied tor all values
of H» which toerc iar^enou^ii to give rise to several cycles
of nutation within the time 0*

The second condition was
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checked by photographing a number of transients with
It was found that with the r.f. coils

different value® of H^*

used t Ltherto ( ^10 c«U dlam, )Hwaa Insufficiently
An Increase of H, by a f set or 3 reduced the
length of the transient by a similar factor,
Larger coils of diameter 2k cm. were substituted, and a
marked Improvement was found*

To estimate the effect of A !L

m graph of u, v* d was plotted (J?lg» 35)*
that * decreased as u, increased*

it car, be seen

When £*>|/2 — 700 c/s» $

was 2/3 of ite extrapolated value at u>., » o*

in the measure

ments H, was such that 0,/kTT ^-100 c/s, at «r:ich frequency
the reduction in 0 was less than 10f»

The third condition

was satisfied by observing the snap© of the signal as
on p. 5.4

*

Fig* 3£« shows an off-resonance signal,

exponential base line can be clearly seen*
Two photographs of the nutation, taken with two
different valuoo of H-, arc shown in Figs* 36^c, The nutation
frequency agreed well vdth the frequency predicted by
calculation froa the current through th© eoils*

In practice

the nutation frequency itself was measured in order to
u.
Th© deca;/ constant &

was obtained graphically from the

photographs by plotting the log of the nutation amplitude
again-t tiraa*

An example la shown in Fig. 37.

ftacay of the nutation is govorneu by eg* 92*

It was pointed

6.1?

out in the derivation of this equation that T,1 and T «£ mudt be

:ac>airiea according to the oxperiaantal conditions.

In the

experiments the pumping light and the discharge were both on.
9* therefor® becomes*i ,-

4, fr + IF

aBd substituting; eqs. 57 and 69 1-

(106)

*fI<c2
- ff
[r g

However even for th© strongest discharge© and lamps, when T
was about 3 sees., 9, ^eing about .1 sec®, wa;s little
effected by t ,
t\

t or T,«
JL

t

Accordingly, T£ the transverse
£*.

relaxation time with the discharge on, is defined by:1

-v

?pTi -

and hence,

1 ± , J2

^T^ * ]||

Tg - |
4»

\-?\
11
\ A ^//

I,,.

7ZT

<C

cell with different discharge eat tings*

(1QB)

'

ll wae founU that T^

varies ,,iUi f n, U^ u^ia^tabl-e density, as ^x^ectcci in view
of eQ* Iw7»

The ou»xitfum value of T| measured, with the

sell sucjtuiiiiiit, •..,,.«*ciuii'g-a, was ,16 sacs.

a graph of l/T^' v. n, for the 1 mm, Jig. cell,

Fig. 3& is

~, la

line r, ana pu^e^ close to the origin,
verifying eq. (107> and deacns treating that the- major cause
of the traneveraa relaxation is tne
process.
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(b)
The accuracy or the points in Pig« 5? is not great
enough to permit a good estimate of T^, by extrapolation to
a » Op but a Viilue of i $ec (1/T^ » 2 sees'* ] a -pears to b©
the lofe&r limit,

A reliable measurement of thie quantity was

act achieved t but an attest was maaa uaing the following
a*que&ce of operations: The st-i^lc .-. .

pumpfca to equilibrium polarisation*

The dischar^- .*^~ u urned off.
The r«r* was turr*ad on t at time t * 0*

t

The discharge was turned on and th© initial amplitude
of nutation obsei'v,..u f at ti»ac- t * t 1 .
The amplitude of nutation v*ae then plotted as a fnr.r-t.t-n O f t
end the decay constant deduced*

The method was very

inaccurate eince after switching on the discharge the
— ...ciita had to b© madt; within a time short compared with
Tl'» ul ^ecat>«

However some results were obtained which

verified that T

was at least J see,

^e t aat.a j^i 1 .i ty i;Ach^n£e... ...C rp g.a^ec tlon
The cross-section for metastabllity exehuiiee can be
•8timat«d Irom the me&suremente of TM and /i.

Jf '-e assume

that the trun&ver&e relaxation is dominatod by metastability
exchange colliaions, as the previous results Indicate, then

» w v n
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<4 is tbc raetastability exchange cross-section, v io the
relative velocity or the atom,, . .
the ai« testable atoa?e»

iateing the point on the graph of n v*

1/T* ^ Fi g* ^ where n * I0 11/cc. ,
•ece" .

n is the density or

we rind 1/T

* x:.*6 £ 1.5

v ia given by

(no)
x IO 5 for He 3 at
tnese values we obtain
(7.3 z 2; x 10~l6cm2

The croGs-oection defined in 64. lo<^ is twice the crosssection Tor actual exchange of :ae testability. Half of all
the inelastic collisions result in no exchange, but '3 till
contribute to the relaxation of the transverse
"^ctis&tion
The accuracy of this result depends mainly upon the
accuracy of f a f and we have seen that this is probably about
25.*

This is the error <iuo~edU

On the oth&r fcan<" f tho lino width of the metastable
-^
resonances gave as the value oi t £•., *:• 3£ "™*
±*U A 10
PISCC*

which implies a eroos- section given by
* Q V H

(111)

For a .1 mnb Hg« cell, K « 3»5 x 10 ^ f and hence
Q » 6.1 ^ 1 x

The error quoted here le that ^t the line width measure
ment*

There is aleo an unknown error in N, since we had no
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means of measuring the pre80ure in the cell after it had
sealed off*

Adsorption or ft* by the wnllt; ox Uie cell,

by tn« getter %oula lo^er the pressure and result in an
under-eytioiate of Q*

The two estimates of :J- agree within the

experimental error*
Ihese values stay be compared fcith t&e claasical coliiaion
cro8s-afection f aarlved fro® viscosity dat,,*, and assuming hard
•phere molecules*
(x)

It ie 1«M x I0""1 ^cia . (Ref* 20)*

^jltlplQ ...^Ufci.nlu;>: J.'rai4^ I tlon.fi
Some observatiuiib were rnuae of nuclear resonance eignal8 f

when the frequency of the applied r«f* field was at
approximately one third of the resonance frequency, o *

These w^r^ observed in the B&:* ^ay as the nutation aignal® f
end an excusple le «bown in /ig* 39©«

Thia was obtuintd with

a flelc- cf 1*5 0* and an r, f. frequency of 1* -" ^O/QCC
coii^ai-ifaOftf i^ig* 39b dhowe a signal at the s&me field, H
tout with the fundaa^ntal frequency, cj Q*

The r*f* field

engih, .^3^ «ms adju^t^a tg bo the @HA@ in the two
The frequency of nutation of the triple quantum signal
led oiarkedly (m factor of two or three) with apparently
the saai© experimcr.t^I conditions*

sometimes there was a more

ra^icl i'luctuatlon super iapoaed upon the t;Io-'Or g*ig*
Resonances were also observed at frequencies approximately
•qu&l to ^o/5 ana ^y/7*

&o resonances were observed for even

eubitul tiple® of the reaczi&nce frequency*
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The signals are interpreted as being due to absorption of
This

•ore U....& ona quantum irua the oscillating r. f* field*

may be considered as consisting of two oppositely rotating
fifclcs, and the absorption of, s&y, two <r* quanta and one <r
quantum in a ATI ~ 1 transition conserves both angular
momentum and energy ii the frequency (~> « c~> /3»
higher odd multiple quantum transitions*

Similarly for

For the observation
IT

or eve-u multiple .runaition; it i« necessary to 'huvt,

component or the oscillating field parallel to H •j so that a
quantum aay be absorbed* It was ascertained, that the wave
form of the applied r«f« was sinusoidal in these experiments*
Thie w&s necessary since harmonic frequencies could excite
•ingle luantum transitions indistinguishable at first sight
from t!

.ultiple guuntum transitions described above*

1 > -t of the measurements of times and polarisations were
subject to errors of about 10,1, and these are the error flags
shown on the graphs*
are haraer to assess.

The carrors in the metastable densities
Thoy cJep>..nd upon t*c factors*

The

first is the accuracy of th

original measurements^ which

has already been discussed*

The second is that all the

measurement© wt5 re related to each other in terms of the
discharge setting, as measured by the arbitrary scale reading
of the discharge level control,

Throughout the experiments

the discharge arrangements! were unchanged, ®o far as was
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possible, nevertheless the electronic components and the
pumping cell itself were subject to ageing. The scatter of
the points in /igs. j& and 3t prob&bly represent the
coiAui.u^acy with which the discharge could be re-set,
(xii)

Nummary

Umgituainal relaxation of the polarisation is dominated
by relaxation of the metustable atcms 9 despite their small
number, even with the ^eakeet attainable discharge. Little
improvement in polarisation is gained therefore by\ the use
or wall coatings although there is some evidence that these
increase the relaxation time with the discharge off. It
would be profitable to reduce the number of metes'able atoms
NJtR/n > T^
so long as j£ R is increased by so doing, or until
s first. This is not practicable with a
whichever happen
/

discharge, but electron boaiuui-thnent could bo used to create
*

the raetaetable atoiai, and this method would have the advantage
of not creating the discharge products which hasten th&
relaxation or the otetastiible atoms.

Substantially greater

polarisation. ma,y ^ achievable in this way.

The other

obvious way to increase the polarisation IB, of course* to
use more powerful laiups.

The limitation in this reepect is

that the greater the angular divergence of the li. ht the
lee* effective it is in pol&rl@irig the sample.

Geometrical

considerations therefore limit the size end number of the
lamps fthich can profitably be usea,

?or the

*^- reason

extremely strong converging lena do not necessarily improve
ma t ter &•
Nevertheless the detigii ol th© apparatus was probably
at fault in that more light could have been concentrated upon
the sample, especially If a smaller cell had been used* At
the time oi' its construction a largo cell was thou
to be
an advantage, in that wall effcc'. .
,uia be leas important*
i
It now appears that theft* are very small, /loo the apparatus
was used tor othci- experiments* ouch as those described in
part III of this thesis in which it was desirable to have a
rather small divergence ux -he pumping li&ht, ^o tt*ai the
geometry or the apparatus was well defined*
Relaxation oi the transverse ...utx.etisation set up by a
rotati:.. , ielct ?^s also found to be dominated by the action
of th-- 'netastable atoms.

This fact wae utilised in measuring

the croas-eection for metastability exchange. This wae
meaeurccl in two different ways, anu reasonable agreement v/ae
found between tru, .
j i proving the exA arimentctl procedure
nuch greater accuracy could be achieved, particularly in the
caee of the line -sidth measurement. Some raennr. would have to
be devised to measure the pressure in the cell*

?he«« experiments huve shov.n that the theory developed
in Chapter Four ia substantially correct in describing the
optical process in He^ and its relation to optical pumping
in

JPAflE____
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Cfhapter Seven
Yheore tleal Cons1deratIons
(i)

Introduction
The starting point of the investigation of light

modulation effects in the optical pumping of He

wa© the work

of Eodd and 3eries (ref. 7), Bodd, Serie© and Taylor (ref. 21)
and Kibble ana Series (ref. 22),

In their experiment a t Hg.

vapour, situated in a magnetic field, was illuminated with
light of such polarisation and direction a© to excite
selectively transitions to one or ;-nore of the 2eeman states
of the 6*P^ level, fig. 40.

A rotating magnetic field of

suitatle frequency (^ o )t applied to the vapour, coupled
states of different orientation, so that the wave functions
of the excited atoms became coherent superpositions of the
unperturbed elgenfunctions*

This coherence manifested, itself

in the fluorescent light, as intensity modulation at the
frequency GO Q and its harmonics*
He

It wao suggested that the

optical pumping system mmy provide an opportunity to study

similar effects in absorption, that ia, when the coherence 1©
introduced between th© states of a lo^er level involved in an
optical transition.

The modulation would then be expected to

occur in the absorbed light, and observations wore to be made
upon the transmitted light as usual in He
experiments*

optical pumping

The details of the modulation would depend upon

the direction and polarisation of the light u©ed for pumping,
and observation.

1.2
(ii)

Modulation at

The simple *t case to be considered is iiluatr-ated in
fig, Ul*

Unpolarised light is incident upon the sample in

the direction of the etatic magnetic field, H O«

This tends

to produce an alignment , in $hich the |l, £ I/ states are
preferentially populated at the expense of the |l,0^
(p« 1«U)«

state

A rotating field at the resonance frequency is now

applied, so that the states |l f ^ 1^

and |l, 0^

ure coupled,

Consider now thu optical transitions ahown in fig. 41,

They

correspond to <? and <r transitions from the M- *= jf 1 states
and clearly there are frequency differences of 2cj Q between
pairs of thorn*

Furthermore, by virtue of the rotating field,

the absorbing atoms have wavefunctions which are coherent
superpositions of |l f l> |l,0> |l, -1^ .

The 'quanta* of light

absorbed are therefore to be represented, not as photons of
sharp frequency, but as coherent superpositions of such photons.
The phase differences between these are determined by the
experimental conditions, an£ are related to the phase of the
r*f, perturbation*

This implies complementary effects in the

fraction of the unpolarised incident light which is not
absorbed by the sample.

Since the two components are

circularly polarised with opposite direction; of rotation,
they are orthogonal, and interference can be observed only
with the aid of a linear analyser,
The two circularly polarised components may be represented
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by

(112a f b)
sin

KB

where ^ .*F-V la the angular frequency of the optical radiation
and K is the reciprocal wavelength* The two components are
separated in frequency by 2tJ • Their orthogonality may be
demonstrated by > valua tings * 0

-f

mf*m

(113)

The intensity of the two components combined is given by
E

•*• £

* 2

i«e, there is no modulation,
The intensity of the two components after passing through
a plan* analyaer, with its uxi^ at an angle <{ with the X axis
is >
2
*J » U cos
The light is therefore intensity modulated with frequency 2^ .
The phase of the modulation depends upon the orientation of
the analyser with respect to the X axie, and of course upon the
i
phase or the r, f, perturbation* The phase of the of and o-components have been arbitrarily set equal, at z » t » 0,
with A vectors parallel to the X axis*

7.U

Theory of Dodd and
The ei/nplo physical picture described abov& i@ inadequate
to give us any information about the line shape of the
modulation signal, or about modulation at any othor frequencies
The He^ and Kg, experiments are sufficiently similar to enable
us to adapt the theory developed in ref« 7 to describe a
siraplifiec version of the He

experiment.

The simplification

is to conoider a single excited P state only, with J ~ 0*

£e

regard the optical pumping process a® a means of preferentially
populating certain of the metaetable levels, and ignore the
fact that in He

this is essentially a two stage process, i»e»

absorption follo^d by emission*

In Ilg, it ie a one stage

process, i. e* absorption only*
Under these conditions the two ©xpei'imonts are very
similar except that the tT « 1 level lies below the J * 0
level, and vse coneider absorption of light instead of the
emission of fluorescent light*
(a)

Qonaral Solution
The general solution for the eoiission of fluorescent

light from a system of angular momentum J, under the action
of siojultaneous perturbations due to a rotating magnetic
field, optical radiation, and natural daifiping is given in
ref. 7 (eq. 32) as:fM/UM
IM M'*'

*»
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where m, AC, n m 1 , /c% n f f take the values J, J-l, «,.,* -J
l^n the natural lifetime of the states,
x = (-^1 ) p + (n - n')cJ o

2
p 2 = 8" + b

The notation is that of ref. 7.
In the Hg. experiment /
and emission matrices.

t and.//.^, are the excitation

They depena upon the polarisation and

direction of the incident and observed light.
on He

In calculations

an 3-f matrix is used which describee as nearly as

possible the action of the pumping process in populating the
metastable states.

It is at this point that we ignore the

fact that optical pumping is a two stage process.

This

approximation is equivalent to rejecting certain information,
which if it could be included in the theory, would allow a
complete description of all the modulation effects in He ,
-A

i is now taken to be an absorption matrix, and its

elements depend upon the type of light used to detect the
signal (usually the same as that used to pump the sample), and
the type
/ mm
•^ of analyser used. The elements of " nn'•
obtained from ref, 7 t for various polarisers and analysers in

the caee of light incident along the z axis, are given below,
The angle <* is defined in this case as the angl; between the
rotating field vector H-^ and the axis of the plane analyser,
at time zero,
In the He*1 experiment, " is O iven "by z-

r- >
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(b)

Modulation
The frequencies of modulation art? given by the index of

the exponential in eq« 116*

Using the elements of

i given in the table below we can at once determine the
allowed frequencies*
factors of eq, //<$

(These are subject to the remaining

being non-aero under these conditions,)
*

t and

MAT HI X KL&fJOfTS of J

(cose*: + isin ^

0 (cos°<~

|P| ft 0 0

00

000

1

^0 Q 0

0

(b)

(a)

(c)
MODULATION

IMClDaNT LIGHT

Unpolarised

Kone

Dnpoloriaed

L» near

Circularly
Polarised

Kone

Circularly
iolarioed

Linear

Linearly
Polarised

Hone

a

a

Hone

Kone

b

The terms of eq* 116 have been evaluated for the case
of unpolarised light, and the unmodulated term only for the
case of circularly polarised light*
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(c)

Unpolarised light

The expression for the transmitted light is:~ A) + D cos 2(u> t -°O]
where A «

and

^

....

.

9
v 41^

(116)

o
r^ **^

b2 + r 2 }(4£2 + 4b2 + P 2 )

(119)

* b2 +P 2)Ug2 + %b2 ^P a)

(120)

The functions A and B are identical %:ith those in ref« ?•
deecribas the line sr.apc or the unmodulated ©ignal*

A

It is

identical with the Bross@l-Bitter "double-huniped" line shape*
A similar shape has already been predicted on p* 1.1U for the
alignment signal in He •

The function I) describes the

envelope of the mooulntion which is at a frequency 2O •
function ia plotted In fig* i^6a*

This

It is to be noted that with

the particular geometry used In this experiment there ia no
"quadrature" signal ~ i.e« there is no term in sin 2 o t«

The

effect of rotating the analyser is to vary the phase of the
modulation,
(d)

Circularly polariwd Hfifrl;
&hen circularly polarised light ia u©ad both to pump the

sample and monitor the signal, with no analyser, the expression
for the transmitted light 1st
I » I 0 [ 1 - A - i*J

(121)

7.e
where F is given by
F m ——X

The experimental situation correspond© to over-population of
the |l f l)>

and

|l, 0)> states (unequally), at the expense

of the 1 1, ~l)> state*

The signal shape Is a combination of

the &ro68©l-i itter, and tne i«orentj&ian squared ©hapes, as was
predicted on p, 1,16 from staple physical arguments*
The Lorentzian squared type of signal occurs alone when
e*g* the populations of the |l, l)> and jl, 6/> states are the
same, and that of the |l, -Instate ie depleted*

Experimen

tally this would be achieved, in the simplified He^ system,
with a o^ beam directed along the z axis, and an equally
intense plane polarised beam directed along the x axis, with
& vector parallel to HO*

This situation ie represented by

the excitation matrix
^nn* *

I pl 2

/I 0 0\
010
\0 0 O/

(123)

0nder these circumstances (with no analyser) the light
transmitted in the z direction is given by the expression
I « X 0(l - iP)

(I'^k)

This is the Justification for the use of the function # to
describe the line shape obtained for a pure polarisation*
term© of the experimental para/aeters F is given bys-

In
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s 3.

(1*5)
(IV!)

(a)

Additional Effects

Lo^ Magnetic Fields
In the general expression for the intensity of the

transmitted light (eq, 116) the factor
unless n ~ n f , oro o <£P
,

r

H ^ .

is very small,

» or x « 0 (since x » (fi-n'

3o far we have considered the first case only*

low magnetic fields, such that <-><£

At

^e « phenomena occur,

These have been studied in Hg. by Kibble and Series (ref. 22)«
The calculation for He

indicated that under these circum

stances modulation at a frequency k<-> Q occurs, if the
incident li^rit is linearly polarised*

The envelope of this

function ie described by the function F f as in the case of
Kg,

It i<3 the same function which describes the line shape

of the unmodulated signal in the case of a pure polarisation,
and is plotted in fig. 47a#
The use of terms with n / n* in this calculation requires
justification.

It implies the existence of metas table atoms

in coherent superposition states, before the effect of the r. f.
perturbation ie felt,

A possible mechaaiem for this occurs

in the optical pumping cycle, which, as was pointed out above,
has been over simplified in the present theory.

In the

experimental system atoms are excited from state c which are
already
from
" 7 mixed by the r.f. perturbation, to excited stateswhidh
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It is possible that the original cohtrtJ.ce may
/
be carried over, so that on decay to the ground states, some
coherence already exists, before the action of the r,f,
ayt

Attempts to calculate this effect rigorously,
allowing for the excitation - decay - excitation processes

perturbation.

have not been successful,
(b)

scattered Light

A further possibility for the creation of an additional
degree of coherence lies in the process of multiple scattering.
It has been shown that the He

ea^rple may be fairly dense

optically, so that a certain amount of multiple scattering
will certainly occur. If as was suggested above, coherence
can be remembered throughout a cycle of absorption and
emission, then it is also likely that the emitted photons
carry some information relating to this coherence, anu this
will be imparted to the metastable atoms upon re-absorption,
The question of nsultiple scattering for the case of
fluorescence, in Bg, has been discussed by Dodd, 3eries and
Taylor in ref. 21,

They concluded that the form of the

resonances remained unchanged,
(e)

Off-Axis Liitht

The efiect of light not strictly parallel to the magnetic
field Is to introduce additional non-diagonal elements in the
and /nun* matrice e«

'^n® possibility then arises of

modulation **tcJ o and 3cJ Q,

In the latter case it is again
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to consider terms in which n X a't SB were discussed
above*

Calculations have not been made of modulation at

these frequencies*

Chapter ^
Experimental Detail^
Detection
The shortcomings of detectors sensitive to 10»630 A
radiation enumerated in Chapter Two proved to be a serious
handicap to the investigation of light modulation in He ,
The modulation appears at the fundamental and harmonics of
Uic radio- frequency, and the frequencies used hitherto had
been in the range * 5 ~ 2 MeB»/sec»

Since the frequency

response of our best detector, the Texas Instruments diodes
type 13701 (p«2*9) was limited to about 20 kc®#/sec# we were
obliged to use frequencies less than this in order to be
able to observe the modulation signals*

However the width

of the aero field signals (p»2«J|) wae at least 15 &es»/8ee*
so that an oscillating r«f, field &t a frequency less than
20 fccs/sec» gave rise to further signals, at £ H
which overlapped this.

each of

Furthermore each of these iwre

modulated end there was interference between them.
thie complication a rotating r. i . i'ielc was used*

To avoid
ihc

frequency wae u&u&lly • 5, 1> or 10 kcB,/eec.
To observe the signals the apparatus was set up aa usual
for optical pumping (p, 2«1),

A linear analyser coulo be

inserted between the cell and the detector*
wee not modulated*

The field H o

8,2

(1)

Phae« Sensitive Detection
Whenever convenient phase sensitive detection was used
since thie method yielded the maximum amount of information
about the signal*

A reference signal was obtained from the

rotating field generator, ana if the fundamental frequency of
modulation was to ba observed f this was fed directly to the
P«3»Dt

Otherwise harmonica of this frequency wer© generated,
and one of these uaed ae the reference signal. The P. 3. ]>. wae
limited in frequency to 2 kcs,/sec. @o that for observation of
modulation at an angular frequency of U^ 0 it was necessary
to use a rotating field with frequency ,5 kcs*/sec»
The field HQ MIS swept slowly through the resonance, and
the output of the JP*3«D« recorded by a pen recorder on ciiart*
By varying the phase of the reference signal, it was possible
to make independent observations of the two signals in
quadrature*
(ii)
When it van necessary to observe modulation at frequencies
greater than 2 kca./oec. the signals were either displayed
directly upon an oacilloecope or elae detected with a non~
phaee-aeneitive detector and recorded upon chart as before*
In either case, to separate the different harmonice f and to
improve the signal to noise ratio, a narrow band tuned
amplifier was used*

It was not possible to separate signals
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in quadrature by these methods*

If the modulation was of the
o

o

form Xsin o t + Y coeot, the envelope detected was (X * V')
In both caaee the field me swept slowly through the resonance
as before*
(iii)

Detection of signalsmodulated at more than 20 fcCB»/s©c«
It was necessary to use photocells for detection of high

frequency modulation*

There were two alternatives*

One was

to us© ths 8-1 response photocell RCA 6570 f described on p*
2*11* The other was to observe the modulation in the 3&&9 2
spectral line of He *

^or this purpose a Milliard 90 AV vacuum

photocell waa used, together with an interference filter to
prevent all but the 3689 8 radiation fro® striking the cell*
The 10830 £ radiation was effective in optically pumping the
sample, as before.
To display modulation signals at higher frequencies two
different methode were tried*

(a)

A tuned amplifier and tuned phaoe sensitive

detector for U&5 &ca*/sec» was borrowed*

An oscillating r*f*

field at 23&5 kcs/eec* was used and the necessary reference
Signal at 463 itc3,/sec. generated by means of a tuii&u
frequency doubler*

Detection of modulation at a frequency £w

was attempted partly because this was expected to huva the
greatest amplitude but al®o because it was very difficult to
prevent direct pick-up of r.f* radiation at 465 kcs*/sec»
from eaturating the tuned amplifier*

Even with this precaution

&.U
a large standing signal was caused by direct pick-up of the
first harmonic,
(b)

Another method u&od an adaption of an ex«*1B»D, i, f, strip
and detector, tunsd to 9,7 Mcs,/0ec. The HGA 6570 photocell
was mounted directly upon the chaseis in order to reduce
losses of signal due to lead capacitance.

One or the diffi

culties with this method lay in the provision of an adequate
load for the photocell at such high frequencies, A tuned
circuit *•• s used but since the impedance of the photocell was
O'v)

$.. there was severe mismatch, anu loss of signal,
Items of Equipment

(a)

Hotating Field

A rotating field may be achieved by the use of two
orthogonal pairs of coils, fed with oscillating current® in
quadrature. In early experiments the rotating field was
created with the use of a passive net" *ork (Fig, U2a),
However each network wee limited in u e to one frequency, and
an improvement on thie was to drive one channel Direct Irom
the audio oscillator and the other from a power amplifier
incorporating a phase shifter, 'i'he amplitudes anu posse of
the two channels were set up for a particular frequency Uoing
a twin beam oscilloscope with identical amplifiers,
Finally a two phase oscillator with twin power amplifiers
was built, to the circuit of fig, i*2b» The two phase
oscillator consists essentially of two phase shifters in
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series*

The potentiometers controlling the phase shift of

these arc ganged together.

The output or the second phase

•hifter is amplified and feet back to the input of the first,
At any setting of the control knobs there is a particular
frequency for which the feed-back is positive, and the
device oscillates*
frequency control

Thus the phase shift controls become the
of the oscillator*

The oscillating

voltages at the points X and Y are in quadrature and signals
from these points are amplified in conventional power
amplifiers and fed to the ortnogufial pairs of coils*
(b)

Tuned Amplifiers
At frequencies of a few kcs*/sec* 'LC 1 tuned amplifiers

are extremely cumbersome owing to the large values of
inductance ana capacitance required in the tuned circuits*
Sharply tuned amplifier3 can be made with the use of a "twin
T w f an RC device, shown in fig* U3a*
given by CJ * f^
injected at A«*B*

At an angular frequency

the network has zero iispedance to a signal
This is only strictly true %hen there is an

infinite load across C-D*

To construct a tuned aatplifier the

'twin T* is incorporated in a luO/ negative fe@d~bac& loop of
a high gain wide band amplifier.

The only frequency to be

amplified is therefore the frequency of the twin tt the
amplification of all other frequencies being ajpgproxim^tely
unit^,
Fig.

the circuit of the amplifier constructed is given in
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The f -t ; 1 of the amplifier could be increased still
further (at the expense of stability] by a ©light adjustment
to one of the components of th© twin 'I1, By this means a gain
of about 2000 and a band width of ^ 10 c/sec. was achieved,
at a frequency of 2 Itc/secs* With a twin T of frequency w.
inserted in the amplifier, the discrimination sgainst input
signals at ^/2 aiid 2uo, was a© naich as 1000si in favourable
circumstances, A large number of twin T f e was constructed,
using components accurate to 1$* They were constructed on
tag boards fitted with plugs for rapid interchange*
It ie worth noting that when such an amplifier IB used
in front of a ±V3«D» the frequency stability of the
oscillator supplying the r»f« and reference roust be good
•eapared %ith the bandwidth of the amplifier. The reason for
this is that the oui^uw signal from the amplifier undergoes a
•harp 160° phase shift as the frequency of the signal is
varied through the centre frequency of the amplifier (ref» 23).

(c)

Detector

To obtain a D.C, voltage proportional to the amplitude of
the modulation, a detector utilising semiconductor diodes was
built with the circuit given in fig* kk* It has a conventional
valve output stage suitable for driving a p©n recorder*
(d)

Harmonic Generator

In order to generate reference signals at multiples of
the r*f* frequency, the first step was to produce a ramp wave-

B.7
The Fourier analysis of

fora using the circuit of fig, i*5*
euch a wave~foroi is*sin co t -

2

3

The separate components of this wave-form were then selected
by a narrow band "twin T H amplifier similar to that described
above.
An ideal P,3, B, eliminates completely all signal
frequencies not synchronous with the reference except for odd
higher multiples and odd ettb-multlplee, of the reference
frequency.

These are attenuated,

In the experiments, it was

required to observe, say, a modulation frequency JLjo
presence of a larger signal at 2o ;

in the

It was therefore

Important that the reference signal contained no component at
2o

in order that the full performance of the P, 3,D, could

be realised.

It was rather difficult in practice to eliminate

the lower frequencies completely when selecting the higher
harmonics from the ra*p *air«-form, and there wa» often up to
a total of 5,- of all the other harmonics present.

This was

not the ultimate limit on the discrimination of the detector
since in practice the reference signal was used to saturate
the reference signal amplifier in the P,3t B», thus producing
a square wave.

The "on" to "off" time ratio of this was the

Important factor, and this could b© adjusted to unity within

less than 5/t by observation on an oscilloscope*
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The ultimate

limit was aet by the symmetry in action or th@ synchronous
•witch used in the detector, which the makera claim to be
better than

Chapter Kine
Heeults and Discussion
Introduction
Tfc* results reported in thie chapter are mostly
qualitative, and constitute a preliminary survey of modulation
effecte in the optical pumping of He ,

The aim was to

discover what effects could be observed under a variety of
experimental arrangements* More quantitative investigations
of particular features are at present in progress.
Except where stated otherwise the modulation experiments
were performed with the apparatus eet up as described in
s
/
ii
Chapter Tfco, Low pressure He^ cells (.1 and ,3 &%• Kg,) and
He^ lamps were used*

The modulation was observed in the

transmitted fraction of the pumping light, which was always
incident in the direction of the static magnetic field* A
rotating field was invariably used for r*f* frequencies below
IwO fcc./sec*
(i)

High Frequency Mo duration.

Experiments to detect modulation at high frequencies
(co 0 y? I"1 ) were not successful. This waa due in part to the
inefficiency of the photodetectors, and the other experimental
difficulties mentioned in Chapter Kight,

However these

experiments were by no means exhaustive, since at this stag©
it wae learnt, from the work on Kg, (ref« 22) that with the
use of rotating r.f* fields, signals obtained at extremely low

9.2
magnetic fields (i*e* such that u /<: P
those obtained at higher frequencies*

) were similar to
Sine© signals were much

easier to obtain at the lower frequencies work »ae concentrated
upon these*
(ii;

Modulation at 2
Modulation at ^<-> o *as detected, in signals observed with

both the 10,630 & line and the 3&&9 $ line*

^lg» U6b shows a

signal obtained using the 3B69 X line, and phase sensitive
detection*

Unpolarised light and & linear analyser were used*

it was oosQi'ved U"a*t tr*e widUi ol the signal was roughly
The

proportional to the strength of the rotating field.

latter wae measured in terms of the voltage applied to the
rottitin^ iifcla coil a*

Variation ol the phase of the reference

signal pz'oduced a small u^(yiiiwetry in the line which was
interpreted ae being due to an aiiti-symffletricul
quadrature with the main symmetrical signal*

.ul in

There was clearly

a marked uiSf^rity in the amplltudea of the two signals and
it wus not found possible to eliminate the larger one
sufficiently to observe the araaller one clearly.

The theory

of chapter o^vtn predicts no quadrature signal at all.

It

wa& found that rotation or th« analyser through 2TT gav© rise
to a yhas@ change of 4TT as predicted in eg* 116*

Removal

Of the analyser reduced the @1&@ of the signal greatly , and
eliminated the large central feature coi^pletely*

The residual

side hucaps may be attributable to a email oscillating component

9.3
of the r, f, due to imperfections ia the rotating field system*
These results are In accord with the theory*

In particular

the shape of the modulation envelope is very similar to the
curve D f plotted in fig,
Oil)

Modulation at
Fig. klb is an example of the k O 0 modulation envelope

obtaineu, ut-^ng a linear polariser, but no analyser,

A

rotating field at 500 es/see, was used* and non-phase- sensitive
detection,

The signal was observed in the 10,630 8 spectral

line, P equals about 10 k,cs»/sec, for the ^8.. level of He ,
bo the condition o « P

this *«**•

given on p, 71 IB f^uifillea in

The signal may be compared with the theoretical

curve F plotted in tig, 47 *•

'inhere is an obvious similarity,

^ signal of quite a different shape was obtained with DO
polari sr but with a linear analyser, i'he axafaple given in
^ ig* U/£ was obtained under conditions otherwise the same as
those above*

ihe enape appears to be similar to the line

shape for inoculation at ^O«
for #ioculatio£ at 4u>
has not yet bee& found,

A theoretical interpretation

under these experiffl&ntul conditions
MeasuraMNlts of tne relative ampli

tudes of the 2co 0 and ^KJ o signals were made ^for both
circular anu unpoiarisod light) when a sraail stop was placed
in front of the lamp, to reduce the angular deviation of the
incident light,

So significant variation was found,

it

therefore appears that neither of these signals depend for

9.1*
their existence upon oil-axis light*
the signals described a&ove, obtained with circularly
polarised light disappeared almost completely on removal of
the linear analyser, but using the P»8»B* it was possible to
These were

weak signals unaer these conditions*

sensitive to the adjustaaent of the earth 1 8 Held
compensation coils*

-.hen the compensation was deliberately

mieaiignea signals such as that in fig* 1*8, were obtained*
(iV j

^u^aiation at u>
As an exaniple of the modulation at o

we include a

recorcing (fig* 49; made with non- phase sensitive detection,
of th<3 eiivelop<d of modulation at 10 kcs*/sec*
light, and a linear analyser '.sere used*

Unpolaristjd

The amplitude of the

signal was smaller than that of the modulation at 2o . and
Uo Q.
Strictly speaking there should be no asymmetry present
in a curve obtained with non-phase sensitive detection*
regardless of the syaaaetry of the components

The asymmetry

present in the experimental curves may be explained by a
phenomenon first noticed in the work on Kg*

Direct pick-up

of r. f, radiation endows the detectors with a degree of phase
sensitivity*

This can be understood with referanc^ to i^ig, 50*

When there is a large standing signal due to direct plek-up f
a small genuine signal in quadrature ^ith this «ill have much
lees effect than one which is in phase*
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That this wa» the origin of the asymmetry was ascertained
by rotating the analyser through 90°,

The asymmetry changed

6ignt since the phase of the signal was reversed with respect
to the direct pick-up*

This eunfirms that there is an

*r yrrMiit-trical component present in the modulation at ^ 0*
)

modulation at 3<o
Modulation at 3u>

in quadrature*

In this case they were of approximately the

same amplitude*
Figs. 31&, b.

appeared to consist of two components

Examples of the two components are given in
They were obtained using the 10,630 8 line for

observation* phase sensitive detection, a 300 cs*/®ec,
rotating field.* unpolarised light, and & linear aivalyeer*
Borne evidence was found that the 3<->
, relative to the 2o

signal reduced in

signal, %-hen the angular divergence

of the incident light *as reduced by placing a a.aail atop in
front of the lamp.

However this did not appear to be the

case with the signal &ouulaU,d ut ° 0»

it K&JS pointed out

on p* 7'o that a pofieible explanation for the occurrence of
both 3o

and o

modulation signals lay in th© presence of

ofr-axis light*
(vi)

Croee«>beani -'lodulation
Some experiiaentB were performed with the apparatus set

Up so a@ to produce alignmeiit, but with an independent
unpolarieed «o niter beam in the x direction,

Modulation was

observed at the frequencies UQ , 2o o§ and 4^ o«

Figs* 52,a,b

9.6
show two signals in quadrature obtained at the fundamental
frequencyy which was 1 Jcc«/8£C« in this case*

Ko aiial/aer was

Modulation lias been observed under similar experimental

ueed.

conditions in the optical pumping of sodium, by isell and Bloom
(ref« ££{-)•

They interpreted their results phenotne zoologically

using equations similar to the blcch equation**

Sehearer

(rcf, 25; observed an x-^baam modulation signal, at 1*U Mcs,/@ec«
in HeTHcobtained a doubl© rather than a triple peaked signal.
A. similar experiment was performed with no x-besua, so
thtit tr.o scattered li&ht alone was

observed.

somewhat different signals, shown in i<'lgs« 53*

This yielded
i&e signal In

quadrature with the main signal is clearly asymmetric y or the
dispersion type*

Bo attempt has been made so far to account

for these signals in terms of the theory of ref* 7«
aufflpagaf

(vli)

A chart showing the experimental conditions under which
modulation signals nave been observ@a ff to date, is given
beiovv.

^any of the observation® were made visually, with an

oeciiloacope ana no rccoru was aade of line shapes*
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The theory developed in Chapter Seven is reasonably
successful in deecribliig the situations to which it is
However the caief conclusion to be drawn rrom

applicable.

these preliminary experiments is that th© modulation phenomena
are so complex th.t some simpll lying measures ar«s required*
It is true that the? experiments upon Hg* indicated that the
phenomena observed at lo^ magnetic fields (u 0 <^<P / *ere
similar to those at higher frequencies* providing that a
rotating r. i* field was used to avoid the interference of a
counter rotati*^ eo&ponent*

^vertheless new phenomena are

also observed, and in any case the rotating field® used are
by no means perfect, sc that sa ©mall anti-resonance component
is always present to confuse the observations^
A imich simpler situation i'rom the point of view Of
theoretical inter^r^ttition would be obtained by working at
higher magnetic fields*

Under these circua&tances there wcuid

be little effect from an anti-resonant component of the r. f,
perturbation*
when co

j»lore important thcto thl&3 9 effects pr*-s*nt only

<^ r would disappear*

1'hia requires a frequency

^*- 100 kcs*/sec*

o

In addition to this, it is thought that the coherence
effects -due to the two stage optical pumping process would
becosws greater than the width of the excited
•"-

level 8.
10 Me®* /sec*

This cone, it ion requires a frequency
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APPENDIX

It is required to solve the equations 65 and 66 (p. 4. 7)
making approximations consistent with the orders of magnitude
given on p. 4. 5 for the various parameters.
We have :-

For convenience, 'we introduce :t + JL 4- J

/vr« ^
(a) and (b) then become :.T,

j)*p *(sto()0p
P,
(e) is of the form :>
and has i ao solution containing the two exponentials,

(f)

Substituting the numerical values of the parameters from p.4.5
we find :-

Therefore

)\* cz

5 * lO11

\x »4/^

(3)

Expanding the index of the above exponentials binomially,

A.2

i [ -X ± X( I -± ^ + ••••)]

we have :-

-X
Hence the solution of (f) is

p

Similarly

The Initial conditions are p=psO at t«0 ,, and hence, from
<Lf * O
if * Y
(c) and (d)

c*t

at

Substituting these in (c) and (d) and their differentials,

0 m _xc -/i D
A

Solving for A,B., C t D,

Before substituting the experimentl parameters we make further
Scnce X -^
- 10^
approximations. Thus :- A e ^ U~^-) ^ ^ k X

A = -^^. = «

re
Also

JL
P

=

- ^.(^~ ^^ 2: Ji- K
K$

\k - Sxio1 .^y^io^
We now evaluate the exponential indices
since

-\

>

— /±,
/ /\

Substituting
V-tp * ~R
Neglecting Y w.r.t.

,ltv A T, 27V *" Nt*J "" ^t^Tt '
and dividing by ^ - J« ^ 4..

A.3

Neglecting the first term w.r.t. the others, and substituting
^
/£•
we find
"=f7 s TT

T

thus defining T.
J<.

Finally we require
Jt

=

»_ V' + _L_ t ji_ \
t_
t* AtJ^T, ATi' NrJ

But

therefore

J<_ - -L .
/*•

Similarly

"fy

*

+ •*

r=,

_
J.

JC

making the same approximations.
Finally, using (h) , (i), (n) , (o) , (p) , (q) , (r) ,

P -:*L,Ae *

Be T

4-

Which are the results given in eqs.o?, 6$, 69.
From (1), (m)» we have

and

^. c -

D

A - ^L.ie..^. - f.jx. )f, /0-' M
&

c: 10

Therefore 6>^A»i A and the second exponential dominates
T/

the first in both equations.
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Abstract
The work reported in this thesis consisto of an
investigation into three aopeete of optical pumping in
Helium,
Optical *

in.: in He k

This work was initially directed towards repeating the
observationa of Colegrove and Fraiifcan (r©f* t; , who first
reported experiments to produce atomic alignment by optical
pumping in He »

This wae achieved, and the theory and

experiments were extended to covx. the ce:3e of polarisation*
A he <c o- terta in lie is aietaetable **nd is used a© the
ground level in an optical pumping experiment*

The ffletn&t&ble

stoats are created by exciting a weak electrodeless glow
di: charge in lev. pressure He

gas*

Li^ht or wavelength

Trom a powerful r. i't excit&d lamp is usea to illuminate
the sample, which le plucod in u %eak magnetic f iald ( ^1 0}«
2
3
ihis excitee the transitions ^3,A - P,.UfAn f £ in the Bangle. As
a result or the noji-uiiiX'oroi spectral distribution of the
exciting light, the |«f * 1, Mj * j. l/> states of the ^ level
become ,nore highly populated than the |l, Q/ etate* Since
the atome in the |l, 0> state are more absorbent to the
incident light than thoee in the |l» ± 1^> £stetc-s the
tranepurency of tht, sample increases^
for the detection of the aligu^nt*

*his provides a •echanlam
iu practice magnetic

resonance is performed on the atoms in the

;3

level, thus

At

equalising the populations of the

Ij + 1, 0/" states.

The

change in transparency of the sample on resonance is observed
Polarisation rather than alignment may be produced by
illuminating the sample with circularly polarised light. In
this case the [1, 1^ state becomes more highly populated than
the other two.
The line shapes of the polarisation and alignment
resonances are quite different, and theoretical reasons are
given for this. The line widths of the resonances was found
to be about 15 kcs. /sec.
field inhomogeneities.

This width was due to residual
The lifetime of the metastable atoms,

in the presence of the weak discharge was measured by
'
observing the pumping transient. It was found to
Possible relaxation processes are discussed. It is
concluded that relaxation is mainly the result of collision
sees.

processes with discharge products.
The spectral profiles of the lamps used were investigated,
using a high resolution Fabry-Perot spectrograph. As a
result of this investigation a new type of lamp was designed
which was effective in reducing self-reversal.
(ii)

Optical Pumping in He
Polarisation is produced in the ^S, metastable level of
by a technique similar to that used in He . At low

magnetic fields the nuclei (I = J) also become polarised
through the hyperfine coupling interaction. Collisions

between metaetablc atoms and ground state atom resalt in the
exchange of eiectrona, and oetaatability,

By this ojeari8 the

nuclear polarisation IB transferred to the ground level*
The polarisation outy lie detected by magnetic resonance in
the? two hyperflne osetaatable levels (j? * £, 3/2} ^* oy nuclear
resonance in che ^ound level.

In the latter case the

depolarising action of th<s r.f. perturbation is rapidly
transferred to the metaetable &toj&« through the mechaniaa of
the setaetability exchange process*

Thus the nuclear

resonance con be detected optically*
Hate equations are developed lor a simplified aystem
consisting of two spin -£ assemblies, corresponding to tha
ground state atom© and the metaetatle atoms.

The polarisations

of the tv»o systems are related by epin exchange collisions.
Tc-r..*ti '-.re included i'or the pumping and relaxation proceaae**
solution of these equations leads to a number of relations
between the characteristic tlmee of the pumping and decay
transients, which are verified experimentally*
;<\irther rate equations arc developed'describing the
aetaaUibility exchange prooeaaea for the actaal system.

It

iti ahown that in equilibrium the metaetable atoms and ground
etave atoms have equal nuclear poiarisatlone*

The population

distribution &^ong the metaatable apln ^tatea i^ .iuillar to
a 1. itz^iian distribution, in angulu^ momentuoi rather than in
energy*

Using thia distribution an expression is calculated

for the nuclesr polarisation in the ground level, iii i^ivas of
the optical nuclear resonance signal*
were achiuvcc,

Polarisations of ~4£

it *a ti found advantageous to use He

latnps to

pump the He^ sample,
Longitudinal and train. verse relaxation times for the
nuclear polarisation in the ground level were measured uncier
different experimental conui Lions,

..hen the discharge was onf

T^ ( ~ 10 sees, ) was found to be dominated by the exchange
collisions with the vaa t as table atoms, which dec^y verj
Without the discharge I, was nauch longer, ( ^~ 160 i^co,).
T^ was .iieaaurcd Trooi observations 01 the decay of a
nutational transient occasioned by a pulse of r.f. at the
nuclear resonance truquency*
optically* as before,

This nutation was observed

T^ { ^- •! sec,; »as alco found to be

determined mainly by exchange collioionc: v»ith t;.^ a^ .... .:
atoms*

The density of the mot as table atoiae in the weak discharge
was determined by an optical absorption method, using the
s
Fabry-irerot spectrograph* About 1 in 3 x 10 oi the atoms, in
a 1 mm* Hg« sample > were found to be in the

3-, me tas table

level,
The cross—section ior me testability exchange was estimated
frooi mea6urefm2nt8 of I, and the density of metastable atoms,

estimate was confirmed from measurements of the line width
of the resonances in the metastable 1 vels, which arc

Ab.S

broadened by metastebili ty exchange collisions*

Tho ui

ments of the cross-section by the two different methods gave
valuest
7.9 *, 2 x 10~16 cm*.
6.1 ^ 1 x TO"16 cm2.
(iii)

Kodul a t i en cxi^ r irn.cn ts

The He^ optical pulping has some similarities to the iig«
system, used by oeriea et &l, (refs, 1 9 i.l f *kj !-o study the
modulation of fluorescent ll^ht, in a double resonance
experiarierit. in their work, excited Hg. atoms were oubjccted
to an r. f. perturbation.

As a result of this the wave

functions of the excited atoms become coherent superpositions
of the unperturbed eigenfunctions.

v/hen obs^rved under

eui table experimental conditions the light emitted by these
atoms was found to be .uociulated at Uic
rotating field, CJ Q > ^nci its harmonies^
The work on modulation reported in this thesis was
performed with He , in which the r. f, perturbation occurs in
the lo'^er or absorbing state.

It ie shown that modulation

effectf theii occur in the absorbed light.

The modulation is

observed in the fraction of the incident li^nt which is not
absorbed by the sample.

Again it is necessary tc select

suitable experimental conditions for observation*

It is

usually necessary to insert an analyser in front of the
detector.

Exploratory experiments show that modulation at
occurs, under a variety
frequencies **?,
o 2 co o , 3 u o and k^o o
of experimental condition. .,o far experiments have been
conducted at low magnetic fields, so that the frequencies of
adulation have been in the kilocycle range*
Tentative theoretical explanationo for some of the
phenomena are given in terms of the theory of Dodd $nd Series
The Kg, and He

experiment a are not entir-ely analogous ,

ph -,,u,ena arc; oLserveo in He

which do iiot occur in

These have their origin in an essential difference between an
optical pumping experiment and a double resonance experiiaent,
Qpticul pumping is a three stage procecs.

Atoms are excited f

then they decay and we •ubetxjuently observe their absorption
properties.

In a doubl

resonance experiment atoms are

excited once only, and then their eoiiosion properti : .re
studied*
He

It is thought that the initial coherence that the

atomo have as a result of the r.f, perturbation may

persist throughout the optical pumping cycle.

In the double

rcaonunce experiment the r. f, perturbation acta once only, i.e.
when the atom is in the excited atate.

It is sug

ted that

experiments at higher u^^tic fields, such that <-> 0 >>
may eliminate these additional effects.
cpnex-ant of the excited states).
much simpler to interpret.

€X * s the decay

Such experiments would be

ex.

